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AGENDA TOPICS
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PRESENTER{$)

pp. 1-3

pp. 4-8

1.

Approval of Agenda

ACTION

2.

Approval of Summarized Minutes for May 8, 2001

ACTION

3.

President's Report

INFORMATION
William C. Gordon

4.

Provost's Report

INFORMATION
Brian Foster

5.

Senate President's Report

INFORMATION
John Geissman

6.

Approval of Summer 2001 Degree Candidates List

ACTION
John Geissman

7.

Approval of Faculty Appointments to 2001-02 Committees

ACTION
John Geissman

8.

Approval of Forms C from the Curricula Committee
•
Revision of MS in Civil Engineering, Civil Engineering
•
Revision of Major in Exercise Science, Performance &
Development
•
Revision of BA/BS Group Requirements, College of
Arts & Sciences

ACTION
John Geissman

9.

Bylaw and Functions, Duties & Responsibilities of Committees INFORMATION
Clean-Up Work by the Office of the Secretary

p. 9
pp. 10-14
pp. 15-16

NOTES:

10. Open Discussion and New Business

INFORMATION

11. Adjournment

ACTION
John Geissman

1.

2.

All faculty are invited to attend Faculty Senate meetings.
Full agenda packets will be sent only to those on the Senate distribution list.
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The University of New Mexico

FACULTY SENATE
SUNIMARIZED

MEETING

MINUTES

August 28, 2001
The Faculty Senate meeting for August 28, 2001, was called to order at 3:40 p.m. in the Kiva. Senate
President John Geissman presided.

Senators present: Dorothy Baca (Theatre & Dance), Steven Block (Music), William Bramble
(Educational Leadership & Organizational Leaming), Lisa Broidy (Sociology), Bever1y Burris (Sociology),
Connie Casebolt (Gallup), Julie DePree (Valencia), Peter Dorato (Electrical & Computer Engineering),
Nader Ebrahimi (Mechanical Engineering), Bruce Fredericks (Gallup), John Geissman (Earth & Planetary
Sciences), David Gonzales (Internal Medicine), Jeffrey Griffith (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology),
Gireesh Gupchup (Pharmacy), Kathleen Keating (General Library), Loren Ketai (Radiology), Robert
Leonard (Anthropology), Byron Lindsey (Foreign Languages & Literatures), Harry Llull (General Library),
Terry Loring (Mathematics & Statistics), Katrina Magee (Dental Hygiene), Leslie Oakes (Anderson
Schools of Management), Peter Pabisch (Foreign Languages & Literatures), Janet Patterson (Speech &
Hearing Science), Mario Rivera (Public Administration), Susan Rivera (Spanish & Portuguese), John
Roberts (Sociology), Sherry Rogers (Cell Biology & Physiology), Bazan Romero (American Studies),
Marvin Seale (Gallup), Virginia Shipman (Individual Family & Community Education), Pauline Turner
(Individual Family & Community Education), Leslie Umphrey (Music), Sandy Whisler (Pediatrics) , Donald
Zancanella (Language Literature & Sociocultural)

Senators absent: Geoffrey Batchen (Art & Art History), Barbara Bolinger (Pathology), Lee Francis
(Native American Studies), Lourdes Irizarry (Internal Medicine), Nathalie Martin (Law), Andrew Mehalic
(Radiology), Eric Nuttall (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering), Robert Schenck (Orthopaedics &
Rehabilitation), Craig Timm (Internal Medicine), Dora Wang (Psychiatry)

Excused absences: Koon Meng Chua (Civil Engineering), Teresa Cordova (Architecture & Planning),
Richard Cripps (Biology), Kate Massengale (Los Alamos), Scott Ness (Molecular Genetics &
Microbiology), John Scariano (Pathology), Harriet Smith (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Aladdin Yaqub
(Philosophy), Meggan Zsemlye (Obstetrics & Gynecology)

Guests present: Sandra Schwanberg (Nursing), Darlene Lucero (Registrar's Office), Carolyn Gonzales
(Public Affairs), Nancy Dennis (General Library), Denise Schulz (Theatre & Dance), John Mololepsy
(Theatre & Dance), Nancy Uscher (Academic Affairs), Bill Howell (Extended University), LK (Exercise
Science), Wanda Martin (Arts & Sciences), Olivia Odell (Academic Affairs), Beulah Woodfin (retired
faculty)

1.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A motion to approve the agenda was seconded and carried by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty
Senate. Senate President Geissman noted that the Civil Engineering Form C would be taken off
the agenda due to the fact that it had not yet gone through the Curricula Committee. He also
noted that an additional Form C would be added to the agenda for Theatre & Dance. The latter
Form C was distributed via the sign-in table with other hand-outs.

2.

APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR MAY 8, 2001
A motion to approve the summarized minutes for May 8, 2001, was seconded and carried by
unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate with the following corrections: number 4, first
sentence should read, "Michael Buchner, Chair of the Faculty Senate Library Committee explained

1

that the JStor Pure and Applied Math Journals had been removed from Centennial Library, some
going to a Cornell University instructor. " Senator Peter Pabisch should be noted as "excused" for
the May 8, 2001 meeting, not absent.

3.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
President William C. Gordon reported on the following:
►

►

►

►

►

Legislative issues to be addressed this coming session will include compensation and a
second adjustment to the formula. Last session resulted in increased compensation and the
first adjustment to the funding formula.
Fund raising last academic year resulted in $35.3 million which was an increase of 12% over
the previous year and 40% from tv.o years ago. The funds contained both earmarked and
non-earmarked money.
Increased enrollment also added to UNM's funding last academic year.
The discussions regarding admissions standards has been very involved and faculty have
played an important role in those discussions. President Gordon presented information to
the Senate that he felt \NOUld help in their understanding of the facts and what the
consequences of adjustments are when they have to be made. UNM has three plans for
admissions. Those are: Plan A-(preferred plan of UNM)-incoming students must have 13
college preparatory units from high school and a GPA of 2.25 or better; Plan B-if a student
does not meet the requirements of Plan A , a combination of their high school rank and SAT
scores will be determined, and if that number is high enough, the student will be admitted
(that number has been revised upwards five times since 1983 by the Faculty Senate); and,
Plan C-(used in special circumstances)-provides for a unique set of talents (limited to only
5% of the freshman class).
When the lottery scholarship started in 1997 the quality of students was decreased. There
has been a significant increase of students entering UNM under Plan A. It has been
suggested that higher admission standards \NOuld result in higher graduation and retention
rates. The President has tried to look at GPAs, average ACT scores, number of college
preparatory units, and see where UNM \NOUld have to set the minimum in order to actually to
increase freshman retention rate by about 5 to 6 percent. He presented data that point to the
consequences of adjusting those factors. The conclusion is that UNM can marginally
increase retention rates to the third semester if it boosts entrance requirements along the tv.o
dimensions he cited with the data available. The effect on the overall student population is
enormous, and the effect on a large number of students who actually made it is sobering.
President Gordon said he feels that this is a discussion that everyone should be engaged in
but thinks that everyone should know the ramifications of adjustments. He added that it is
not only a matter of dropping state support but large numbers of students who progress.
What it may indicate is the need for much better predictors of student success. He \NOuld
like to look at data at other institutions to see if similar results \NOUld occur, but he doubts that

they \NOUld.
►

►

Senator Harry Llull (General Library) asked if advisement and offering classes at times that
students can get into them were looked at as well. President Gordon said that the focus and
point of smaller learning communities was addressing just that issue and that it includes
tracking and monitoring students for earty intervention if problems exist. As he had reported
previously, the differences in students in the learning communities and those not in the
program showed that those enrolled were retained longer.
Senator Byron Lindsey (Foreign Languages & Literatures) asked how much articulation there
is between high schools and UNM. His impression is that many students fail because the
preparation in high school is poor. President Gordon said there are many conversations but
the standards of discussions need to be increased. He feels UNM has not been adequately
supported to help students succeed.

2
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►

►

►

4.

Senator Pauline Turner (Individual Family & Community Education) stated that the data the
President presented is contrary to what the public knows (or thinks it knows) and that this
information needs to be published in the Albuquerque Journal so the public knows what is
occurring. The President said he was meeting with the editorial board Friday. A subsequent
article appeared in the Albuquerque Journal.
Senator Peter Dorato (Electrical & Computer Engineering) asked why there is a decline in
retention in the third year. President Gordon said that given UNM's retention and graduation
rates and given the average ACT scores, the significance of that issue is similar to a split
personality university. If you look at third-tier institutions and ratings of UNM by faculty
administrators across the country, their rating of the academic quality at UNM is higher than
almost any other schools in the third tier, but UNM's retention and graduation rates, as well
as entering ACT scores tend to be much lower. He worries about being on the margin of
these kinds of groupings because of the way that boundaries are set. President Gordon
noted that one change in major research universities this year in regard to ratings is that
when dollars per student were calculated (including research dollars), graduate students
received most of the funding rather than undergraduates. That component was reduced. If
an institution had a large research budget and it had previously been calculated into total
budget, it would have been lessened considerably in this calculation. Senator Beverly Burris
(Sociology) asked about faculty salaries being included in those calculations. President
Gordon said that they were included and in some cases UNM surpasses other schools.
John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences) noted that he was disturbed by the recent
ranking of UNM and that a glaring omission was information on full-time, tenured faculty.
President Gordon said he was surprised as well.

PROVOST'S REPORT
Provost Brian Foster was out of town, therefore no report was given.

5.

FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Faculty Senate President John Geissman reported on the following:

►

►

►

►

►

A full Senate Operations Committee has been identified: Beverly Burris (Sociology) (President
Elect), Eric Nuttall (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering), Polly Turner (Individual Family &
Community Education), Harry Llull (General Library) and Peter Dorato (Electrical & Computer
Engineering) (replaced Paul Mann who retired). Meetings are Tuesdays at 3:00 p.m. in Scholes
Hall, Room 100. All faculty are invited to attend.
UNM received considerable press over the summer including a letter written by President
Geissman. Articles will be available through the Office of the Secretary if anyone is interested in
reading them. An excerpt from one article was presented as an overhead page. It was a reply
from R. Davalos (Athletic Director) regarding the request of the Faculty Senate to bring back the
three Olympic sports dropped last spring. Davalos called the request a farce.
No response has been received by President Geissman from the Regents or the Administration
regarding the resolution passed last semester by the Faculty Senate on the three dropped Olympic
sports from the previous spring.
Open forums are taking place over the next few days for discussions about UNM's Strategic Plan.
A recent special edition of the Campus News contained the Strategic Plan. President Geissman
brought copies for distribution for faculty who did not receive one. He encouraged all faculty to
read over the Plan and provide comments at the forums or to bring their comments to the next two
Faculty Senate meetings where Provost Brian Foster will answer questions.
Resolutions from the Faculty Senate Library Committee presented at Faculty Senate meetings last
semester will be on the agenda for the September Faculty Senate meeting. President Geissman
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►

►

►

►

►

6.

has received responses from the General Library about those resolutions. That information as well
as updated resolution(s) will be presented at the September Faculty Senate meeting.
President Geissman thanked Donna Hoff (Office of the Secretary) for her assistance during the
summer in organizing Faculty Senate committees.
President Geissman encouraged everyone to view a PBS program on evolution from September
24 through September 27. He said it is an impressive project and that more information can be
found at the PBS web site.
Senator Peter Dorato expressed his dismay that the Faculty Senate's request to bring back the
three Olympic sports was seen as a farce by Rudy Davalos (Athletic Director) and said he felt that
it was disrespectful to faculty. He said he wanted some response on the part of the President of
UNM. President Geissman said he would like to address the issue later in the meeting under new
business.
Senator Robert Leonard (Anthropology) asked if the Faculty Senate has the power to "thumbs up"
or "thumbs down" the Strategic Plan and what the intentions of the Faculty Senate are in that
regard. President Geissman stated that the Faculty Senate approved (unanimously) a resolution
to approve the Plan last semester, and additionally that it was his understanding that the
Administration has no intention of presenting the Plan for formal approval to the Regents. His
perception of what the Administration feels appropriate for Faculty Senate action is that it
"endorses" rather than "approves" the Plan. This perception he gathered from comments made by
the President and Provost. Senator Leonard said everyone should come to the next two meetings
to discuss the Plan. President Geissman encouraged everyone to attend and ask a lot of
questions, especially all committee members and chairs who were involved in aspects of the Plan.
He added that the Provost wants the Faculty Senate to be involved in this discussion.
Senator Terry Loring asked if the Faculty Senate employs counsel and is there a budget for it.
President Geissman said no, however Vivian Valencia, University Secretary, stated that counsel is
not provided to the Faculty Senate. The only provision for counsel, per the Faculty Handbook, is
to the Academic Freedom & Tenure Committee to deal with issues relating to academic freedom
and tenure. If an issue came out of the Strategic Plan that the Senate decides AF&T should
review, then it may be possible to have counsel.

APPROVAL OF SUMMER 2001 DEGREE CANDIDATES LIST
Senator Peter Pabisch (Foreign Languages & Literatures) had one addition to the Summer 2001
Candidate List, however, upon subsequent confirmation of graduation requirements with the
Records Office for Fritz Kaser, a PhD candidate in Physical Education, he was denied approval for
graduation. The List was approved and adopted by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate.

7.

APPROVAL OF FACULTY APPOINTMENTS TO 2001-2002 COMMITTEES
A motion to approve the Appointments to 2001-2002 Faculty Senate Committees was seconded
and carried by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate.

8.

APPROVAL OF FORMS C FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE
The following Forms C were approved by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate:
►
Revision of Major in Exercise Science, Performance & Development
►
Revision of BNBS Group Requirements, College of Arts & Sciences
►
Deletion of BFA, Theatre & Dance, College of Fine Arts
The Form C for Revision of MS in Civil Engineering, Civil Engineering that was listed as an
agenda item was removed from the agenda because it had not yet gone through the Curricula
Committee approval.

9.

BYLAW AND FUNCTIONS, DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMMITTEES CLEAN-UP
WORK BY THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
►

Senate President Geissman explained that the Office of the Secretary has completed clean
up work on the Bylaws and Functions, Duties & Responsibilities of Committees. Donna Hoff
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34
(Office of the Secretary) added that non-substantive changes were made to the two
documents, including items such as department head title changes and department name
changes. Copies of the "strike-through" documents were distributed at the meeting for
Senators to compare to the revised copies found in their Resource Manuals, also distributed
at the meeting.

10.

OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS
►

Senate President Geissman presented a draft resolution regarding the financial difficulties at
Highlands University in Las Vegas, New Mexico. The resolution is meant to express
solidarity and support of faculty at the institution, who are not receiving salary increases as
approved by the state legislature and may be in danger of losing their positions. The
proposed resolution reads:
Whereas:
New Mexico Highlands University is and will continue to
face severe financial difficulties in light of decreasing
student enrollments yet constant expansion into new
branch campuses.
Be It Resolved that:
The 2001-2002 AY Faculty Senate of the University of
New Mexico supports the Faculty at Highlands
University and (1) requests Highlands University to
assure that no faculty are adversely affected by the
current financial crisis and (2) that the faculty receive a
salary increase for the current academic year that is as
close to the Legislature-mandated 7.0 percent as
possible.
Senator Bill Bramble (Educational Leadership & Organizational Leaming) suggested leaving
out the word "constant." Senator Gireesh Gupchup (Pharmacy) said that he endorses the
resolution but asked if the second part of the resolution regarding faculty receiving a salary
increase was really going to happen. Senate President Geissman said it was just a
statement of support. Beulah Woodfin, Professor Emeritus, suggested placing the numeral
"1" after the word "requests" rather than leaving it before the word "requests." The resolution
was then seconded and approved by voice vote of the Faculty Senate with one abstention
noted. The suggested changes will be made by the Office of the Secretary and the
resolution forwarded to Administrative members and Faculty chairs at Highlands University.

►

Senate President Geissman noted that he had written an opinion piece published in the
Albuquerque Journal regarding discussions of admissions and presented several excerpts
from In Plato's Cave by Alvin Kernan. He encouraged faculty to read the book which he
found to be entertaining and informative.

►

Since he has not received a response to date, Senate President Geissman will ask the
Regents at the September 11 Regents' meeting, if they received his letter about the
resolution by the Faculty Senate request for reinstatement of three Olympic sports. He is
hopeful that they will respond to him privately if not publicly. Senator Harry Llull (General
Library) stated that the faculty at Auburn University are suing their regents about athletics
saying that their president is the final authority for decision-making due to NCAA
membership. Their regents apparently had made decisions that were unpopular. Because
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UNM is a member of NCAA, whether UNM faculty can bring suit against the regents for
supporting the dissolution of the three Olympic sports is a question that may need to be
answered. Senator Peter Dorato (Electrical & Computer Engineering) said he wants to see
the President confronted with the question about the Regents making the decision since the
Regents have not responded to Senate President Geissman's letter. Senate President
Geissman said he did not believe the President would answer. Senator Polly Turner
(Individual Family & Community Education) asked if the President had received a copy of
Senate President Geissman's letter. President Geissman said yes. Senator Byron Lindsey
(Foreign Languages & Literatures) said he thought there is national support for the issue at
various universities and that the Faculty Senate should pursue it since it is a crucial matter.
He also expressed his dismay with the Davalos response in the Albuquerque Journal about
the request to reinstate the sports as a farce. Senator Lindsey added that the issue is more
about respect and integrity and that it must be pursued. Senator Terry Loring (Mathematics
& Statistics) said that the Faculty Senate may have an alternative approach available to deal
with the matter in that the Senate has some power over admissions and that changing
admissions requirements might work better than restricting certain sports. Senate President
Geissman said this was an idea that should be considered.
►

11.

Senator Loring asked if the Faculty Senate has provided a summary of the Strategic Plan.
He found it difficult to understand and read completely. Senate President Geissman said
there was no official summary response from the Senate but that Dick Tommason's
response to the Plan was quite good and that he would provide a copy of it to all Senators for
the next Senate meeting. Senator Bob Leonard stated he has read the Plan and has some
qualms about parts of it. He feels that power needs to be restored to the Faculty Senate and
that the Senate needs to evaluate it section by section and not relinquish any more power.
Senator Polly Turner said she thinks the Faculty Senate needs to make its feelings
intentional and public. There was general agreement to her statement. Senator Harry Llull
said he likes the idea of voting on sections at a time and wants the Faculty Senate
committee chairs to come to the meetings when their section will be discussed. Senate
President Geissman stated that individual's concerns should focus on the details rather than
generally giving the Strategic Plan a thumbs up or down.

ADJOURNMENT
Due to the hour Senate President Geissman asked for a motion and second to adjourn the
meeting. With those given, the meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Cik

Res~mitted by:

Vivian Valencia
University Secretary

Donna Hoff
Administrative Assistant Ill
Office of the Secretary
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One morning I woke to find a razor-thin drift of snow, about three feet high,
running across the bedroom. I lay there for a long time staring at the ice wall
and thinking .that I had chosen the wrong line of work, that I would really have to
quit and find something else if I wanted to support my family. But I did not know
what else to do,~and at this point I had too big an investment in academic life to
turn back. Besides, being a teacher gave meaning to my life and was a worthy
and honorable way to earn a living, if only you could earn a living!. (p. 81)

I stayed in Troy _teaching summer school. In July, I went down to New Haven to
look for a place to live, and it soon became clear that there was nothhing I
could afford in the town. I tried to buy a four room tract house in one of the
more wretched suburbs, only to learn that my Yale salary as an instructor was
too low to qualify for a mortgage on houses that were being bought by truck
drivers and factory workers. (p. 83)
I never expected to make tenure in the Yale English Depan:ment, but the
golden fleece glittered so brightly that it was impossible to resist trying for
it. Someone once remarked that tenure was the shortest-lived pleasure
he had ever experienced, and after the fact that it true, but beforehand it
beckons like the Grail. The quest is difficult for all out much more painful
for some that for others. One very bright assistant professor was found
drunk, with the skin burned off his feet, standing early one morning in front
of Steling Library. He had been trying to boil water for coffee when he spilled
the kettle on his feet. Not knowing what else to do, he went and stood in
front of the library, as if the all-powerful books could heal him. (p. 130)

from In Plato's Gave, Alvin Kernan,
Yale University Press, 1999.
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Department of Theatre and Dance
BFA in Design and BA in Design for Performance
Degree and Course Changes
Bachelor of Fine Arts - Design
Proposed Elimination
Justification: The BFA ( Bachelor of Fine Arts) Degree in Theatre-Technical/Design was intended as a
pre-professional, vocational degree. When the degree was instituted it was part of a popular approach to the
training of theatre designers and technicians, that emphasized specialized training in the craft over a broad
liberal arts education. The changing shape of the profession as well as a new educational philosophy,
favoring liberal arts education as a necessary basis to successful performance in design, has prompted the
aband~nment of the BFA degree. The economic realities of the design profession in the theatre suggest the
necessity of~ broader based appro_ach to training, opening the students to career possibilities in related
fields: film, video, concerts, entertamment/theme parks, computer graphics/animation, etc. The fixed focus
of the B~A on thea~e h~s proved to be too limiting to the contemporary student, requiring an education
appropnate to the d1vers1~y of today'~ career ~ssibilities_. In recent years the majority of our students have
opted for the B~ de~ree m t~eatre with a design emphasis, or structured their own degree under the
Bachelor of Uruvers1ty Studies degree. The elimination of the BFA degree will allow the faculty to focus
departi:nent resources on the new BA degree in Design for Performance, in an effort to serve the
educational needs of the contemporary student.

integrated data base programs have been the standard since the early nineties, CAD has been the standard
for gr~und plfill:s an~ wo~king d~~wings fo~ the past fi_ve years, the latest programs in image processing,
modelmg, multimedia, video ed1tmg are bemg taught m a recently donated lab, courses in film art direction
have been taught for years and design courses are being taught with reference to television/film as well as
theatre design. The new BA degree is not an abrupt shift in educational philosophy, rather it is the finishing
touch on a process that has been years in development. Most of the new courses proposed in this degree
have been taught successfully under special problems numbers. There have been no changes to the degree
offered in design for the past twenty years. This new degree is the faculty's response to the changes that
technology and the computer have brought to the design profession.
It has been the experience of the faculty that students will gravitate toward a specialty within the
design field: costume, lighting, scenery, sound, computers for design. The degree requires a spectrum of
courses that insure the necessary breadth of perspective in a field that features collaboration at the essence
of the craft. The degree requirements stipulate that the student begin instruction in all of the crafts during
the first years, then proceed into a specialization or combination of specializations and, in the senior year,
return to a collaborative experience in the Senior Design Seminar.
The present BFA DEGREE IN DESIGN requires:
(37) Courses Outside the Major, University Requirements

-37 credits in A&S including the core curriculum:
9 credits: Writing and speaking,
3 credits: English 352 or 353,
3 credits: Math,
7 credits: Physical & natural science,
6 credits: Social sciences
6 credits: Humanities,
3 credits: Foreign language

Budgetary and ~ac~lty ~oad Implications: The requested elimination of the BFA degree has no budgetary
or faculty load impl~cations. The new ~esign for Performance BA degree which replaces the BFA degree
re structures the cum~ulum to make optimum use of faculty resources by stipulating a two year cycle of
advanced courses to msure larger enrollments, while allowing time for the teaching of courses with broader
appeal.
Stu<l~nt R~cruit~ent and Graduation Implications: The substitution of the BA degree for the BFA is in
keepmg with national tren~~ in university enrollment. From 1996 to 1997, the National Association of
Schools of 1?eatre accre?itmg_ agency (NAST) reported that 1,392 BA Theatre degrees were awarded
co:p~~d with 697 BFA s. This movement toward broader based theatre/liberal arts education has been
~~e ~!wi~ UNM !hea_tre ~nrollments for the past five years. Recruitment should actually be enhanced by
. . . egr_ee smce it bnngs the focus of the curriculum into the computer age with a ran e of courses
:6ec;ahtm] i~ th~ use of the computer as the ultimate design tool. The shift in focus from Jesign for the
d.e~{e. o edsibgn horli;>er_formance, sho~ld re-attract serious design students who may have been
isi us10ne Yt e 1rruted prospects m the theatre design field.
Ba_chelor of Arts - Design for Performance
Proposed New Degree

f

Justification: The realities of the contem or
th
. 1d .
.
attracting students to an undergraduate e~ (
atrica esign field ?uggest two strategies for success in
training: 2D/3D CAD modeling ·
uca io_na pr~graf!l. The first 1s the integration of computer
1
teaching of design. The second {s ~agr:~~:essmg, animation and n:ultimedia, virtual reality into the
.
essential to success in the design fiela Ai e a broader ba~ed education. A strong liberal arts backgrou~d 15
to? spi~tually limiting to prepare stud~nts~~~; career on~nted _education o~ the undergraduate level, is al
rrullenma of human culture available at virt 11 pete creatively ma world with an eclectic taste and sever
acknowledge the fact that the skills it teach~: a~ee;ej- cobfputer te:11llnal: Design education must
confin~~ of theatre (e.g., video, film, concerts fa PP ica e to a wide vanety of fields beyond the nru:row
a?vertismg) and that talented educated desig'n sh~on, _musleums, thef!le par~s, architecture, clubs/c~inos,.
highly marketable skills.
pro essiona s are makmg an impact in these areas with their
The new BA degree is not an overnight tra t
. .
Computer lighting control has been taught .
ns onnatt_on m teaching philosophy and subject matter.
m our program smce the early eighties, light plot software aod

(6) Courses Outside the Major, College of Fine Arts Requirements
- 6 credits from Fine Arts outside the major
3 credits from Art Hist 101,201,202, Media Arts 210, Music 139, 140 or one
Art, Art Hist, Media Arts or Music Studio course.
3 credits fine arts elective
(5) Electives outside Major
(69 ) Courses in the Major
-48 credits, Design Requirements
9 credits: 120 Acting, 121 Acting, 122 Theatre Appreciation . .
9 credits: 192 Stagecraft, 194 Intro to Costume, 196 Intro to Lightmg,
198 Make Up or 366 Stage Management
3 credits: 223 Script Analysis
.
.
.
15 credits: 292 Design Skills I, 293 Design Skills II, 294 Theatrical Research,
296 Lighting Methods, 403 Directing,
9 credits: 335, 336, 438 Theatre History

-21 credits Upper Division Design Choices:
290 Theatre Tour, 366 Stage Management, 404 Directing.II, 3~2 Scene Design I,
393 Scene Design II, 394 Costume Design, 395 Costum~ Design II,
396 Lighting Design I, 397 Lighting Design II , 39~ special problems,
491 Prof. Apprenticeship, 492 Advanced Scene De~ign
.
496 Production Project, 497 Indep.Study, 498 Design Seminar, 499 Honors

~i~) Free
T & D Electives with advisement
Electives (none)
12

8 hours total

-----~-------~-------~---~---~-~-------
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The new BA Degree - Design For Performance requires:

(37) Courses Outside the Major, University Requirements
-37 hours in A&S including the core curriculum:
9 hours: Writing and speaking,
3 hours: English 352 or 353,
3 hours: Math,
7 hours: Physical & natural science,
6 hours: Social sciences
6 hours: History 101 and 102
3 hours: Foreign language
(6) Courses Outside the Major, College of Fine Arts Requirements
- 6 hours Fine Arts outside the major
6 hours to be chosen from Art Hist 101,201,202, Media Arts 210, Music 139, 140
(17) Electives outside Major
-17 hours of Electives outside the major
(51) Courses in the Major
-27 hours: Design BA Requirements
3 hours: Acting or Dance Technique
9 hours: 192 Sta~ecraft, 194 Intro to Costume, 196 Intro to Lighting
3 hours: 223 Scnpt Analysis
6 hours: 335 Theatre ~istory I, 336 Theatre History II, 462 Dance History I,
463 Dance History II, 464 Dance History III
3 hours: 387 Design History and Styles
3 hours: 403 Directing
- 24 Design Requirements
3 hours: 292 Design Drawing Skills
3 hours: 293 Design Computer Skills
3 hours: 498 Design Seminar
15 hours from: 193 Stagecraft II, 200 Rehearsal and Performance 296 Lighting Methods,
Sou nd f~r !'erformance, 298 Pattern Development, 334 The Decorated Body, 370 2d/3D
S D, ~l J?igttal Imagery & Production, 386 Light Aesthetics 391 Scenic Techniques, 392
T~~~e. esig~t~ Conc~pt, 394 Costume Design I, 396 Lighting Design I, 398 Costume
M 1tiqu;.s, p Spe~ial Problems, 470 Architectural Modeling & Animation, 471
Pr:d::~i;~ /J/1~~o~h 472 3 D M?deli.ng and Animation I, 473 Conceptual Interactive
Pro ·ect 483 . .
a~acter Ammatwn, 475 Computer Topics, 482 Scene Design .
49 { Pr~i • Li~htmg De~ign I!, 485 Costume Design Project, 486 Lighting Design Pro1ect,
Directio~s~1ii Pr~di:;ntic;s~ip,, 449947Ciostume Design II, 492 Scene Design II, 493 Art
'
mn roJect,
ndependent Study
(17) Free Electives
-17 hours electives including T&D.

75]

(128) hours total
Note: Italics designate new courses.
~ud~eta!Y and Faculty Load Implications· The new B
lf1:1phca_t1ons. The degree restructures the ~urriculum A degree ~as no budgetary or faculty load
st1pul~tmg a two year cycle of advanced cou
. to make optimum use of faculty resources by
teachmg of courses with broader appeal.
rses to msure larger enrollments, while allowing time for the

Student Recruitment and Graduation Implications: Recruitment should actually be enhanced by the new
degree since it brings the focus of the curriculum into the computer age, with a range of courses
specializing in the use of the computer as the ultimate design tool. The shift in focus from design for the
theatre to design for performance, should re-attract serious design student who may have been disillusioned
by the limited prospects in the theatre design field.
Branch Campuses Implications:

None

Summary of Course Changes and New Courses
Form "A": Minor Course Changes and Justifications
Thea 195 Costume Practicum - To be deleted. The course has not been taught in years, does not fit into the
new curricular plan.
Thea 292 Design Skills I - Change title to: Design Drawing Skills(3)
Reason for minor change: Title is more descriptive of actual course content. In response to the changing
needs of the profession, the Design Skills sequence has evolved from a two semester course in drawing ,
drafting and rendering skills to one semester of pencil skills and one of computer skills.
Thea 293 Design Skills II - Change title to: Design Computer Skills (3)
Change description to: Course covers practical as well as artistic utilization of computers for creating
artistic visions. This course will be useful for theatrical designers/art directors, artists, architects, etc.
Involves introduction to a variety of software/hardware.
Reason for minor change: Title is more descriptive of actual course content as taught in recent years. In
response to the changing needs of the profession, the Design Skills sequence has evolved from a two
semester course in drawing , drafting and rendering skills to one semester of pencil skills and one of
computer skills.
Thea 294 Research for Theatrical Design- To be deleted.
R~ason for minor change: This course will be replaced by THEA 387 Design History and Styles which
will take a broader approach to theatrical research.
Thea 298 Pattern Development I - Change title to Pattern Development
Reason for minor change: Material from the two course sequence will be condensed into one course.
Thea 299 Pattern Development II- To be deleted.
.
Reason for minor change: The second course in the sequence will be rep.laced with a new course, Thea
398 Costume Techniques, covering a broader spectrum of costume techniques at a more advanced level.
Thea 392 Scene Design I (3) Change title to: Scene Design/: Concept. Change ~escription t~: Course
covers the techniques, goals and concepts of Scene Design for theatre, ~ and Film. Theoret.ical, .
conceptual and practical issues are addressed. Students complete a series of .concep~ual design pro1ects.
~ea~o~ for minor change: The industry requires that designers be conv:rs~n~ m workmg across the .
disciplines
of live theatre ' television , and film . This class is followed by md1vidual advanced classes m
d . .
esignmg for live theatre/opera, dance and art direction for TV /film.
~ea 394_~ostume Design I_ Change description to read: Exp~ora_tion of cos~ume desi~nfor stage. film_
d television, concentrating of design theory, visual communication, rendenng techniques and portfolio
presentation
Reason for rcinor chanoe: Will help encompass a broader range of costume design and better prepare
students for internship; and professional apprenticeship programs.

■
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Thea 395 Costume Design II (3) To be deleted and changed to THEA 494 Costume Design II (3)
Re~son for minor_change: Thea 395 will be re-listed as Thea 494 to maintain consistency with the other
design emphases m the program . . The advanced design courses are all 400 level courses.

q) .

Thea 397 Lig~ting Design II
To be changed to Thea 483 Lighting Design II (3)
Re~so~ for rru_nor chan~e: This 1s a housekeeping change. Thea 397 will be re-listed as Thea 483 to
mamtam consistency with the other design emphases in the program. The advanced design courses are all
400 level courses. No change to the title or description of the course.
Thea _49~ Ad~anced Scene Desig? (3) Change _Title to: Scene Design II: Theatrical . Change course
descnpti_on to. Study ~f the practice ar:<1-_tec~n:zqu~s of scenic design f or theatre, opera and dance.

Em1:haszs ~n developing personal artistic vision m a collaborative art fo rm. Students complete conceptual
design pro;ects. Prerequisite THEA 392
Reason for Minor change: This change better reflects the actual content of the course as taught.

~~ 494 Advance? Costume De~ign (3) Change title to Costume Design II. .

Change course description

to1 _v~ncedpwork ~n costume ~esign, concentrating on student projects for dance, stage, film and
te evtswn. ortfolto presentation required.
Reason for minor change· Descn· t· ·
fl ·

al
.
.
·.
P ion is more re ective of actual course content as taught for the past
~:: 3Jse~s 1~ _k~egmg with new degree philosophy of expanding design education into media.
The ad 1 red-dis ~ as Thea 494 to maintain consistency with the other design emphases in the program.
•
vance es1gn courses are all 400 level courses.

New Courses in Design for Performance and Justifications
Thea 198 Makeup Design (3)
JUSTIFICATION: This course is an e
t' 1
f
. .
. dssen ia part O actor trammg and a complimentary skill for the
costume designer. There was as
and it was administratively "sun~~~" ~~n theiep_artm~nt lacked faculty with skills to teach this course
costume designer in the new curric uum.
eup esign will be a regular teaching assignment of the
1 ·
Thea 29? Sound for Performance (3)
ln~oduction to the equipment and techn·
rrucrophones, mixers, processors, di itali;ues 0~ sound
performance. Hands on experience with
esse::dmg, CDs, c~~puter programs for sound production.
!USTIFICATION: This course is
is currently a high demand skill · th
part of th ~ trammg of the well rounded stage technician and
h h
m eatre concert media and· d
·a1
·od
w en t e department lacked facult with ;kills '
.
m ustn . performance. There was a pen ,,
Sou~d for Performance will be a r~g 1 t h. to tea~h this course and it was administratively "sunseted .
cumculum. This course has been ta~g~t eac i~g assignment of the production manager in the new
recent y under the 399 special problems number.
Thea 334 The Decorated Body (3)
The study and analysis of the cultural and soc· 1 .
. .
· . 10 ogical significance of what people wear and how they
decorate and distort the body An
religio
·
examination of the role of h
d
·
.
us ceremony, protection from the el
d
. uman ress m social status rites of passage,
.
ements an fashion
'
JUSTIFICATION· A
. course m costume his to t
•d
· .
1 .
o prov1 ea ?asic understanding of the complexity of
c oth1~g_and undergarments from a ran e of
the trammg of the costume designer. g
ltures and social classes throughout history' is essential to

ror

J

/J

370 CAD 2-D/3-D for Designers (3)
Covers CAD and Computer Modeling, including the basic types of drawings and formats . techniques and
conventions unique to Entertainment/Theatre/fV/Film are also covered. of special interest for architects,
theatrical designers, art directors, etc.
JUSTIFICATION : Computer Aided Design (CAD/2-d Drafting and 3-d Modeling) has become the
mainstay for creating and documenting a large proportion of the work of the design for performance
industry. Virtually all the technical drawings and associated data sheets are prepared and distributed via
CAD. In addition CAD programs are often utilized as an artistic medium for the actual creation and
presentation of the design. This course, which has already been offered for several years, is a crucial
fundamental course for the Design for Performance area of the Department of Theatre and Dance.
371 Digital Imagery & Production (3)
For students wishing to create conceptual/multimedia imagery for gallery, performance, and similar .
installations. Covers planning, techniques and equipment, plus teaches software such as Photoshop, Pamter,
Illustrator. Students complete a series of conceptual projects.
JUSTIFICATION: Imagery has always been a major com~,on~nt when de~igning for p_erfo~ance, "':hether
for live theatre, dance, TV /Film, or electronic media. Applications are as diverse as projected images m a
dance concert, images incorporated as part of the scenery of an opera, special effects for a rock co~cert, .
visuals in a TV/Film .production, and images incorporated into a performance art work. Students m design
for performance must both know how to use computers to create and manipulate imagery as well as how to
use computers and technology to present that imagery within a pr~uction. Virtually ~l imagery for .
performance now requires the utilization of computers at some pomt ~etween conceJ?tlon to presentat10n.
This class incorporates content on creating and delivering imagery unique to the design for performance
field.
Thea 387 Design History and Styles (3)
. .
A multimedia introduction to the craft, history and styles of costume, hght1~g, scenery and t~eatre space
design for performance. A study of the influence of seminal figures in design from the renaissance to the
present.
JUSTIFICATION: The purpose of this course is t? combi~e the teaching of the_history, sty~es, ~d t~e
~ontemporary practice of design for performance, mto o~e mtroductory c?urse, mstead of disse~nating the
information piecemeal, in the various design courses. This app~o~ch provides the best oppo~unit~ to
present the information in the most visual manner possible, ut1hzmg all t~e departments multun~d1a
r~sources and insures the students will approach the advanced courses with a common connection to the
history and practice of major figures of their craft.
T~ea_ 391 Advanced Scenic Techniques (3)
.
.
. .
.
Prmciples and practice of advanced scenic techniques mcludmg nggmg, structural analysis, OSHA safety,
scene painting and technical direction.
.
.
•
•
JUSTIFICATION: This course will acquaint the student with the_role of the Tech~1cal Director m the
the~trical setting, including their duties on the design team, re~ardmg ~et construction and theatre safety.
This course will further prepare the student to pursue a career m technical theatre.
T~ea_398 Costume Techniques (3)
.
.
.
. .
•
·
~nnc1ples and practice of advanced costummg techniques like rrullmery, mask making, corsetry, wigs,
Jewelry, fabric dyeing. Prerequisite: Thea 194.
.
JUSTIFICATION: These advanced skills were taught under special problems numbers m the past. They
are important enough to merit a course in the regular rotation.
47 0/570 Architectural Modeling & Animation for Des~gners (3) .
.
For students wishing to use computers to explore the aesthetics of space~t1me/volu_me. Covers techmques
an~ teaches programs such as FormZ, Vectorworks, Renderworks ~n~ v1rtu~l reality. Students create a
series of conceptual projects. PREREQUISITE: Thea 370 or perm1ss1on of instructor

7
JUSTIFICATION: Much of design for perfonnance involves the conceptualizing of and manipulation of
spaces that are architectural in nature. Designers must be able to conceive of, design, and present their
artistic visions incorporating computers and digital technology. In addition they must be able to create
technical drawings, data sheets, and supporting materials to facilitate the execution of those visions.
Computer programs such as VectorWorks, RenderWorks, formZ, etc. are now routinely used for artistic
creation and documentation of designer's work. In addition digital architectural modeling and animation
has become an art fonn itself, increasingly important to work in TV, Film, and emerging electronic media.

471/571 Multimedia Production for Designers (3)
~ours~ ~x_plo:es t~~ological and artistic potential of computers for creating and presenting
pr<:><:fucuons uuhz1~g movmg m~ages, sound, ~d text. _Includes computer image manipulation, video/sound
editmg, programmmg presentatJons. For theatncal designers, media producers, artists, journalists.
PREREQUISITE: Thea 371 or pennission of instructor.
JUSTIFICATION: Computers ~d digital technology have revolutionized and radically changed the means
~d nature_ of the ~or~ of the designer for perfonnance. Increasingly production are multimedia in nature,
mcorporaung mov1~g image~, sound, animation, etc. as elements of a production, or, in fact, as the artistic
perf~nn~ce event itself. This c?urse covers the creation of, manipulation of, and incorporation of
~ultimedia as an element of design for performance. Both artistic and technical issues are addressed. This
i now a fundamental course for any designer working in the performance industry.
Th_ea 472/572 2-D/3-D Modeling and Animation for Designers (3)
This course _explores the technology and techniques of computer based 3-D Illustration
3-D Modelmg and 2-D/3-D
·
·
. An1·mat·10n. Students w1·111 earn a variety
of techmques
and' computer
programs and create a senes of conceptual projects.
JUSTIFICATION·
·
"ior peuormance
-"
·
· of complex works.
Oft
h
· The .work of th e designer
mvolves
the creation
b'l~n t ese are be st ~ealized and presented in the form of computer generated models and animations. The
ad 1_ity ~o crea!;, marup~ate, and execute computer generated designs in 3-d is now an expected skill in the
es1gn ior peuonnance mdustry This co
dd
h
d·
· al
issues as a 1· bl t d • " ·
urse a resses t at nee mcorporating artistic as well as techmc
PP ica e o es1gn 1or performance.
Thea 473/573 Interactive Design and Production (3)
.
Course explores the technology and t h ·
fi
1 .
interactivity, whether for the web • ec mques or P annmg, cre~tm_g, and presenting computer based
sound, Director etc. in a series ;/1ve _p erfo~~ or 0ther apphcation. Students will incorporate video,
ruSTIFICATION· Com
pr~J~cts.
QUISITE: Thea 471 or permission of instructor.
and nature of what consti~t~;s ~~ digital technolog~ ~ave re~olutionized and radically changed the means
performance industry are invol:d ormanc~ rd ~o~ It IS experienced. Already many designers in the
"!'e will see even grater chan es in w~:or or t _e mtemet, CD and DVD creation, ~tc. In the near_ futur~
mvolve interactivity especiali ov
;e pe:ceive of_as performance. Much of this new conception will
It is crucial that designers for ~rfi er sue ~dia as th e mternet/~eb and the media sure to soon replace ~at.
field. This course will cover thes~r:mance ha ware of_the tech~ical and artistic potential in this emerging
issues as t ey pertam to design for performance.
Thea 474/574 3-D Character Animation (3)
Course explores computer technolo and tech .
.
.
purposes as choreography multime3y .d . mques fo~ creatmg am mated human figures for such
Computer programs such 'as LifeF ia, v~ eo, mcorpo_rat1on within live performance or other applications.
permission of instructor.
orms, oser, etc. will be employed. PREREQUISITE: Thea 471/571 or
JUST~CA TION: The ability to create and anal
fi
.
as d~sign for perfonnance is vital. Toda chore yze igure mov~ment_ m the areas of performance as well
mani~ulate animations of performers th!ou h c~graphers, th eatnca~ di~ectors, etc. routinely create and
mputer based apphcat1ons such as Lifeforms and Poser .
and ~1gh~r-end programs. In addition di it
media, video, and film. This class will s;rv~ c~~a~eld characters are ~ecoming quite prevalent in electronic
for the department's dancers/choreograph
cdntlca ne/de~ for the design for performance area as well as
ers an actors irectors.
'

,1I

Thea 475/575 Special Topics in Computers for Design (1-3)
Intensive study and practice in computers and technology for design and perfonnance. Topics vary.
Offered on demand. Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor
JUSTIFICATION: Computers and digital technology have revolutionized and radically changed the means
and nature of the work of the designer for perfonnance. The field is continually and rapidly changing.
This course will allow for timely introduction of new materials as needed.
Thea 482/582 Scene Design Project(l-3)
Advanced production work in set design for an actual performance, under the supervision of the design
faculty. Presentation of portfolio on finished project to design committee necessary for final grade.
Prerequisite 392. Admission by portfolio.
Justification: This is a refinement of the current production project course which has always been a part of
the curriculum. This listing with the specific reference to Scene Design in the title will replace the 496
Production project listing to better reflect the actual design work completed in the transcript.
Thea 485/585 Costume Design Project(l-3)
Ad~anced production work in costume design for an actual performance, under the supervision of the
design faculty. Grading based on adherence to schedule, collaboration and creativity. Presentation of
portfolio on finished project to design committee necessary for final grade. Prerequisite 394. Admission by
portfolio.
Justific~tion: This is a refinement of the current production project course which has always been a part of
the cumculum. This listing with the specific reference to Costume Design in the title will replace the 496
Production project listing to better reflect the actual design work completed in the transcript.
Thea 486/586 Lighting Design Project (1-3)
Ad~anced production work in lighting design for an actual performance, under the supervision of the
design f~~ulty. Presentation of portfolio on finished project to design committee necessary for final grade.
Prer_eqm~1te 396. Admission by portfolio.
Ju stific~t1on: This is a refinement of the current production project course which has always been a part of
the cu~culum. This listing with the specific reference to Lighting Design in the title will replace the 496
Production project listing to better reflect the actual design work completed in the transcript.
Thea ~93/593 Art Direction for TV/Film (3)
Overv1e:V of the role, task, and techniques of the Art Director/Production Designer for TV, Film, and
:ectr_omc Media. Covered are graphics, set design, location scouting, special effects, research, story
ardmg, model making, and computer pre-visualization.
JUSTIFICATION: Our program is established with the goal of preparing designers with the ability to
work a~ross the spectrum of the performance industry. TV /Film and electronic media constitute a huge
propo~ion of the work in the field. This is the reality for our graduates. This course addresses the unique
~~sues m_volve~ when_designing scenery, graphics, etc. for presentation on Vide_o, Film,_a°:d the e~erging
ectromc media. This is vital area for our design for perfonnance program to mclude m its curriculum.
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Design for Performance BA Degree
Design Faculty Course Rotation

Computer Design, Scene Design (Kennedy)
Yearl
Year II
Semester 1
Semester 1

Costume Design (Baca)

Year I

Year II

Semester 1

Semester 1

Design Release Time
394 Costume Design I
334 Decorated Body*

Design Release Time
394 Co tu me De ign I
334 Decorated Bod

Semester 2

Semester 2

Design Release Time
494 Costume Design II
198 Makeup Design

Design Release Time
494 Costume De ign II
399 Advanced M akeup*

Year II

~mes~l

s~es~

Costume Super Release T
194 Intro Costu .
ime
mmg
298 Pattem Development

C

Semester 2

ccrs~

Costume Su
194 Intro

1

ostume Super Relea e Time
194 Intro Costuming
.
398 C ostume Techniqu

.
R 1
Semester 2
~ ease Time Costume Super Release T ime

298 Pattern Dev:~~ent

493 Art Direction
370 CAD 2-D/3-D for Designers
473 Interactive Design & Prod

Semester 2

Semester 2

Design Release Time
293 Computer Design Skills
471 Multimedia Production

Design Release Time
4 70 Architectural Modeling/Animation
474 3-D Character Animation

Technical Director (Hess)
Semester 1

Year II
Semester 1

Tech Dir Release Time
192 Stagecraft
391 Advan Scenic Techniques

Tech Dir Release Time
192 Stagecraft
391 Advan Scenic Techniques

Semester 2

Semester 2

Tech Dir Release Time
192 Stagecraft
193 Stagecraft II

Tech Dir Release Time
192 Stagecraft
193 Stagecraft II

Year I

Costume Technology, Shop Supervisor (Martin)

Year I

392 Set Design: Concept
472 2-D/3-D Modeling/Animation
371 Digital Imagery & Prod.

~ 9948 Clntro Costumin~

ostume Technique

Note: 482 Scene Design Project, 484 Costume Design Project, 486 Lighting Design
Lighting, Scene Design, Area Head (Malol

Year I

Semester 1
Design Release Time
386 Light Aesthetics
396 Lighting Design I

Semester 2
Design Release Time
296 Lighting Methods
291 Intro to Design

Production Man

Year I

)

epsy
Year II
Se~ester 1
Desig? Release Time
386 L~ght _Aesthetics
483 L1ghtmg Design II

Semester 2
Design Release Time
296 Lighting Methods
291 Intro to Design

S
ager, ound, Designer (Fox)

Semester 1
PM/Design Release Time
297 Sound for Performance
196 Introduction to Lighting

Semester 2
PM/Design Release Time
l 96 Intr? Lighting
292 Design Drawing Skills

Year II
Semest~r 1
PM/Design Release Time
297 Sound for Performance
196 Introduction to Lighting

Semester 2

PM!Design
.

Release Time
l 96 Intro Lighting
~66 Stage Management

Project will be offered every semester, hours arranged, as courses for students doing main
stage design projects. This will allow them to get credit in lighting, costume or scenery on
their transcript ~
·
.
498 Design Seminar will be team taught by the Design faculty once every four semesters.
492 Scene Design II will be taught every four semesters either as an alternate to 387 Design
History and Styles (Malolepsy) or as an alternate to one of the computer courses
(Kennedy) depending on student demand.

Approved March 31, 1981
Amended May 9, 1989
Amended April 10, 1990
Amended May 11 , 1993
Amended April 1990
April 1990 anendment was rescinded November 1993
Amended April 28, 1998
Amended March 27, 2001

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
BYLAWS OF THE FACULTY SENATE

I.

SENATE STRUCTURE

A

OFFICERS
1.

2.

The Senate shall elect the following officers and representatives annually.
(a)

President

(b)

President-elect

(c)

Three members of the Senate Operations Committee

DUTIES OF OFFICERS
(a)

(b)

3.

The President shall have the following duties:
(1)

Serve as chairperson of the Senate and the Operations
Committee.

(2)

Represent the Faculty before the Regents, Administration and
other groups as appropriate.

(3)

Appoint ad-hoc committees as necessary to conduct Senate
business.

The President-elect shall have the following duties:
(1)

Serve on the Operations Committee

(2)

Perform the duties of the President in the absence of the
President.

(3)

Assist the President in representation before the Administration
and other groups as appropriate.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEE MEMBERS
(a)

The election of the President-elect and Operations Committee members
shaJI be conducted annually at a special meeting of the incoming Senate
held at the close of the spring term of the preceding academic year.

(b)

The election shall be chaired by the outgoing President of the Senate.

(c)

The new officers and Operations Committee members shall take office
on July 1 of the year of their election.
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Nominating petitions for Senate President and President-elect signed by
at least three senators from the incoming Senate, may be submitted to
the Committee on Governance through the University Secretary in
advance of the special meeting. Additional nominations may be made
from the floor at the special meeting. The Committee on Governance
will verify the willingness to serve of the advance nominees. Should
fewer than two nominations be received for either office, the Committee
on Governance may solicit additional nominations.

(d)

needed.
(h)

C.

OTHER SENATE COMMITTEES AND REPRESENTATION (See Section III for
membership and duties)

1.

(e}

Nominees fer President-elect shall not be from the same sehool or
college as that of the President.

ffl(e)

8.

The three additional elected members of the Operations Committee
shall be from different schools or colleges.

SENATE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

1.

MEMBERSHIP
(a)

2.

The Pr~ident of the Senate shall serve as chairperson of the Senate
Operations Committee.

(c)

The immediate past president of the Senate, whether or not he/she is a
member of the Senate, shall be an ex-officio member of the Operations
Committee.

Standing Committees of the Senate. All standing committees are responsible to
the Senate, report to the Senate Operations Committee, and have their faculty
membership appointed by the Senate.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Admissions and Registration Committee
Athletic Council
Bachelor of University Studies Faculty Advisory Committee
Budget Committee
Computer Use Committee

(f)
(m(f)

Commt1nity Edt1eetior, Committee

tt,Xg)

The President, President-elect and three voting members of the Senate
elected by the Senate.

(b)

Function as a committee on committees. (Recommend to the Senate
the appointment of committee members and chairpersons.)

ffl (h)

Curricula Committee
Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee
Faculty and Staff Benefits Committee

(j)

Genel'l!lll I loners Cot1neil

WO>

Graduate Committee (members appointed by Colleges/Schools)
Governmental Relations Committee
Intellectual Property Committee
Library Committee

(j)
(k)
(I)

{m}

Long Rar,ge Planr,ir,g Committee
Resear:ch Allocations Committee
Research Policy Committee
Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans Committee

DUTIES

Stt1del'tt Standards and Grie'Wanee Committee
(a)

Perform basic administrative functions to facilitate the work of the
Senate and Senate Committees.

(b)

Establish priorities and set agenda for Senate meetings.

(c)

(d)
(e)

ffl(p)
(s)(q)
(r)
(t)(s)

2.

Transmit to the Senate with recommendations as to adoption of all
reports_, recommendations and proposals received from Senate
Committees. In perfo~ing this function, the Operations Committee
shall not change committee recommendations or pr:oposals without the
approvalofth
· ·nati
back
e on_gi
ng committee. It may refer a recommendation
to the co_mmittee for further study or it may present its own
recom~,ons to the Senate together with those of the originating
committee.
Coordinate the activities of all Senate Committees.
Senate procedures and structure and make recommendations tor
tSthe~
1r improvement.

(f)

Recommend to the Senat cha
.
k
·
.
.
e
nges in the committee structure in
eeping With Article 1• Section 6 (g) of the Faculty Constitution.

(g)

Refer report recom
dati
Com itt
•
men ons or proposals submitted by a Senate
~enateifCom_~ittee or directly to a college
1cer additional comment appears to be

admi~m:!>!":

Administrative Committees with faculty representatives appointed by the Senate.
Faculty members on this Committee shall make periodic reports to the Senate
whenever such reports are considered appropriate by them and/or when
requested to do so by the Operations Committee.
(a)

3.

Campus Planning Committee

Student committees with faculty representatives appointed by the Senate.
Faculty members on these Committees shall make periodic reports to the
Senate whenever such reports are considered appropriate by them and/or when
requested to do so by the Operations Committee.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

II.

Teaching Enhancement Committee
Undergraduate Committee
University Honors Council
University Press Committee

International Affairs Committee
New Mexico Union Board
Student Conduct
Student Publications Board

SENATE OPERATING POLICIES
A.

COMMITTEES
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A.
1.

B.

C.

Ill.

In its capacity as a committee on committees, the ~perations_Committ~ sha~I
make recommendations to the Senate for all committee appomtments (mcludmg
committee chairpersons) that are the responsibility of the Senate. These
appointments shall be voted on by the Senate.

2.

All members of the University voting faculty are eligible for appointment to
standing faculty committees or as faculty representatives on administrative and
student committees. Appointments shall be determined by the Senate upon
recommendation of the Operations Committee.

3.

During the Spring Semester of each year, all faculty shall be asked to rank the
various committees according to their preference for membership on those
committees. The Operations Committee shall recommend appointments to
committees based as feasible upon the stated preferences of faculty memberS.

B.

The duties and composition of committees presently listed in the Faculty Handbook will
remain as stated.
••
-11 be
For committees not presently listed in the Faculty Hand book the composition WI
as
follows:

1.

At least 12 members
(a)

One member from each of the following academic areas (where ~ssible
given the number of faculty in each area):_ Architecture and Planm~,.
Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, Law, Libra~, Ma~~em~nt, Med1cme,
Nursing, Pharmacy, Dental Hygiene and Public Adm1mstrat1on.

(b)

Two members from Arts and Sciences.

(c)

Additional members as recommended by the Operations Committee and
approved by the Faculty Senate.

4.

Senators are encouraged to serve on a University Committee, and will be given
priority consideration in appointments to committees.

2.

Members shall normally serve two-year terms with approximately half of the
membership appointed each year.

5.

Initial committee appointments will normally be effective on July 1 of the year of
the appointment. Replacement appointments will be effective when approved
by the Senate.

3.

Committee membership normally shall include both senators and non-senate

6.

When it is desirable, in the judgment of the Operations Committee and the .
current Committee chair, if there is one, for a committee appointment to beQtn
as soon as possible, the Operations Committee may make such an appointment
on a provisional basis, pending approval by the Senate at its next meeting.

7•

Administrative officers (Vice Presidents and College Deans) shall not serve as
Senate appointed committee members.

ABSENTEEISM

1.

After a Senator has missed two Senate meetings in an academic year, the
Senate Operations Committee may recommend to the Senate that the seat be
declared vacant.

2.

AftE:r a Committee member has missed two meetings in an academic year, the
chairperson may recommend to the Senate Operations Committee that the
committee position be declared vacant.

PROCEDURE

1.

Each speaker is limited to five minutes each time when speaking to an issue-

2.

The Senate shall normally meet during the academic year on the second
Tuesday of each month at 3:30 p.m.

3.

The President of the Faculty Senate shall have the right to vote as a membef' of
the body on each motion before the Senate.

4.

A quorum shall consist of 40 percent of the Senate membership.

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP AND DUTIES

faculty.

Deleted text in strike-out font
New text in shadow font

FUNCTIONS, DUTIES, AND COMPOSITION OF STANDING COMMITTEES
(Revised through April 1995; May 1997; April 1998; August 1998; December 1998;
November 1999; April 2000; April 2001)

ELECTED FACULTY COMMITTEES
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. The principal functions of the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure are to discharge the functions assigned to it under the provisions of the Policy on
Academic Freedom and Tenure; from time to time to review the policy and recommend appropriate
changes in it; to hear appeals regarding sabbatical leave applications; and to make recommendations
for appropriate changes in the sabbatical leave policy of the University.
(Thirteen members, all of whom shall be members of the voting faculty, with tenure [or whose tenure
decision date has passed without adverse notification]. Not more than one member of any department
shall serve as a member of the committee at the same time. The Voting Faculty shall make nominations
by mail addressed to the Secretary of the University. Elections shall be by a mail ballot, accompanied by
biographical sketches of the nominees, distributed by the Secretary to all members of the Voting Faculty
who shall then indicate their choices up to a maximum of six in even-numbered years or of seven in oddnumbered years. The six nominees in even-numbered years or the seven nominees in odd-numbered
years receiving the highest number of votes shall become members of the committee for a two-year
term commencing at the start of the academic year following election. The remaining nominees shall be
called on to serve, in order of the votes they have received, as replacements to complete the terms of
any members of the committee who shall resign from the committee during the academic year following
the election. No committee member shall serve more than two consecutive two-year terms.
Chairperson elected by committee. For a complete statement of the composition, functions, and duties
of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure see Section z4 6 of the Policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenure.)
Committee on Governance. The Committee on Governance is a constitutionally designated standing
committee of the general faculty and members are elected by the entire voting faculty.
According to the Faculty Constitution, Article I, Sec. S(c) as amended in 1984:
(A committee of five voting members of the general faculty shall be nominated and elected by mail ballot
for overlapping three-year terms. Duties of this committee are to prepare, in conjunction with the
Secretary of the University, the agenda of general faculty meetings; to oversee elections, including
referenda; to recommend adjustments, improvements and refinements in the faculty organizational
structure; to represent the general faculty to the Senate; and to call meetings of the general faculty when
necessary. The Committee shall annually elect a chair.)
FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES
Admissions and Registration Committee. The Admissions and Registration Committee makes
recommendations to the Faculty Senate for the establishment of policies and regulations governing
admissions, registration, the grading system, university-wide academic regulations, transference and
validation of credits, and university-wide graduation requirements. Additionally, this committee monitors
the implementation of these policies and regulations. Through subcommittees, the committee rules on
individual cases involving falsification of records, grade changes, petitions for waiver of university-wide

1
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graduation requirements and special admissions.

administrative representative to the Nation I Collegiate Athletic A oclatlon (NCAA.)

{Ten faculty members, including the chairperson, appointed by the Faculty Senate from at least four
colleges or schools on the Albuquerque campus and one from a branch· two student members
appointed by the Associated Students of UNM(ASUNM) and the Grad ' And Professional Student
Association (_GPSA), respectively; the Director of Plar,r,ing and Policy StudiesJnstitutton I Research;one
dean (or designated representative) of a college or school to be elected by the Council of Deans; the
Dean of Students; the Vice ~rovost _
for Extended Unl'lerslty and Dean of Continuing Education and
Com~~nlty_Servlces; the_v1ce President for Student Affairs or designee; the Director of Undergraduate
Admissions, and the Registrar. The terms of office shall be for two years, set up on a staggered basis
so that the terms of five members will expire each year. The chairperson is elected by the Committee.)

Bachelor of University Studies Faculty Advisory Committee. The responsibilities of the BUS Faculty
Advisory Committee are to: (a) act as a college faculty in the approval of candidates for the BUS Degree;
(b) propose policies governing the BUS Degree to the Faculty Senate; (c) make periodic reports on the
BUS Degree and recommendations for changes in degree requirements to the Faculty Senate; (d) make
final determination of what courses and programs count toward a BUS Degree, including UNM branch
and sub-baccalaureate degree credits; (e) meet with the Director of BUS Program concerning individual
BUS cases to recommend actions (at least four members of the BUS Faculty Advisory Comm ittee must
be present to consider individual cases); and (f) keep on file in University College written records of
actions taken .

*A~hleti~ Council (S~e also pBge 6·9 for "Statement of Responsibility'' In the F cutty Handbook). The
chief _d~ties a_nd functio~s of the ~thl~tic C~uncil are to formulate and maintain general policies
~~h7aim~g to mtercoll_egiate athletics including but not limited to the following : (a) medical care of student
f etes,_{b) a~demic coun~eling of student athletes; and (c) scheduling of athletic events. In
i°rmulati~g policy, th~ Athletic Council of the University of New Mexico shall (a) maintain a position in
s~~~~~:dh~gh ~ch?la~tic standards for i~terco~legiate athletics; {b) maintain a position in favor of high
. t . thof inStltutional and personal integrity and ethical conduct for intercollegiate athletics and (c)
main ~in e concept of the intercollegiate athlete as an amateur competitor a bona fid e stud~nt
•
pursuing a degree program.

(Ten tenured faculty members representing undergraduate colleges appointed by the Faculty Senate:
three from the College of Arts and Sciences and one each from the following units: architecture and
planning, education, engineering, fine arts, management, nursing and pharmacy. The Dean of
University College shall be an ex-officio member of the Committee. Tenns shall be for three years set
up on a staggered basis, and membership is renewable. The Committee elects the chair from the voting
membership. The chair serves for one year but may be re-elected .)

;:~u~~t::no:t~h:/;~hl~ic ~o~ncil are further specifically defined : (a) to transmit to the President and
scholarshi s a
e ~gin~ing_of each calendar year a report to include information on athletic
.
Adviseme~t
aid given to ~thletes (based on information compiled by the Ath letic Academic
student athletes th
.t~e. ~tudent Affairs Office), current ten-year review of the grad uation rates of
National Collegiate~~1
of student athletes as indicated by the Faculty Representative to the ..
Office ap ro r" t
SS~tion (NC~). the Records Office, and the Athletic Academic Advising
persp~ctite ;~ee:~~~m~e nd8 t I0ns concerning the administration of athletic programs from the .
concernin the "U
em1~ perform~nce of student athletes; and appropriate policy recommendation
for confo~ity to t:~:~;t1~Coun_c1I S~atement of R~sponsibility;" (b) to review annually all schedules
conference games d .
c t ouncll policy on scheduling of academic events. Scheduling of nonregarding "closed" w~~~ffi(nol e that the University no long_er formally defines or has specific policie~
shall have rior a r
ma exam_weeks should be avoided when possible or minimized. Exceptions
Friday and~aturJI ~~~\fro~ the D1rect_
o r of Athleti~s and the Athletic Council, and shall be restric~~dto
of Director of Wom!n•s A~~tst· (c)hto advise t~e _PreSident when a Director of Athletics (note the position_
(d) to review at the end of e ,cs as be~n eliminated) or a head coach is to be employed or dismissed,
athletes whose scholarshi;:ch ;cade_mic _year th e list provided by the Director of Athletics of student . .
(e) to encourage ethical condor ta~~1al aid a~e not being reviewed , including the reason for each ~ct1on,
and make recommend t·
uc m •~ ercolleg1ate sports at the University of New Mexico· (f) to review
a tons regarding conference affiI·
' ·
h' s· (g)
118t·ions and other ·intercollegiate relations
to consult with the Director of
.
.
•P ,
thI
annually and make appropriat: ~~ics on evaluatio~s of coaches and athletic staff; (h) to review
Statement of Responsibili an~oi icy recomme nd at,_
ons concerning the "UNM Athletic Council
.
faculty, and President re rrdin ~t~ to ~ake appr~p_nate recommendations to the Director of Athletics,
intercollegiate athletics. g
g
er ,terns pertaining to the maintenance of scholastic standards for

0;~:~~~cial

i

~:1

(Eight faculty members the majority f h
appointed by the Faculty Senate ThO w ~m should be tenured , including the chairperson , all to be
The terms of office shall be for th
ese eight members must be representative of at least four colleges.
members will expire each year ;~e years_, ~et up on ~ staggered basis so that the terms of two
undergraduate student memb~r . e remaining council membership shall be composed of: three
officio, non-voting, the Director
rad~~te stude~t me~ber; one alumni member; and, also, exe ,cs, e Associate Director of Athletics, and the faculty or

if 1;~

Budget Committee. The Budget Committee has the responsibility to make recommendations to the
Faculty Senate for advising the budget office in developing the university budget. In particular, the
functions of the committee include, but are not limited to: (a) the presentation to the Faculty Senate each
September of an analysis of the previous year's disbursement of incremental resources; and (b) the
development with the central administration of the university budget for presentation to the regents .

(At least thirteen faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate, with two from Arts and Sciences and
one from each of the following academic areas [where possible given the number of faculty in each
area]: Architecture and Planning, Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, General Library, Law, Management,
Medicine (including Dental Hygiene Programs), Nursing, and Pharmacy and ex-officio member
appointed by the Vice President for Business and Finance. The terms of office shall be for three years,
set up on a staggered basis so that the terms of at least four members will expire each year. The
chairperson is elected by the Committee.)
Campus Planning Committee. The Campus Planning Committee is a joint faculty-administrative
committee whose function is to advise the President of the University and to consult with the Vice
President for Business and Finance, the Vice President for Student Affairs, and the ProvosWice
President for Academic Affairs. In particular, the functions of this committee are: (a) to serve in an
advisory capacity to the University Architect with special reference to design esthetics and ecology; (b) to
interview, as necessary, contract architects nominated by the University Architect for all new buildings
and major remodeling projects and recommend those qualified for a particular assignment to the
President; (c) to review and approve all proposals for revision of the Master Plan, including assignments
of land use, and recommend any desirable changes to the President; (d) to review and approve
proposed sites for buildings and all other structures; to review programming and schematic designs of all
new buildings and maj or remodeling of existing buildings; to review and approve final designs for all new
buildings and major remodeling projects; plans for drainage and utility systems; to review landscaping
plans, including traffic patterns, street and walkway designs; to review plans for parking and major
changes in the design and assignment of parking lots. The committee is not responsible for the
establishment of building priorities or budgets.

(Six administrative members; six faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate, four from the main
campus, one from the north campus, and one from the faculty of Architecture and Planning, at least one
of whom shall be a member of the Faculty Senate; and three student representatives, one from the
Asaodated Students of UNM (ASUN M), one from the Graduate end Profession l Student A.SSQ!t.111tk>n
3

2
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(GPSA) and one from the Residence Halls Student Association . The Adm inistrative members shall be
the Vice President for Business and Finance; the ProvosWice President for Academic Affairs; the Vice
President for Student Affairs; the Director of the Physical Plant Department; the Vice President of the
Health Sciences Center; and the Administrator of the UNM Hospital. With the exception of the Vice
President for Business and Finance, any of the administrators may be represented by an individual
under their supervision who is designated at the first meeting of each academic year. [fhe Vice
President for Business and Finance shall co-chair the committee with a faculty member] elected by the
faculty members from among their number. [The Vice President for Business and Finance will appoint a
secretary for the committee .] The following individuals will have non-voting membership on the
committee: A representative of the Office of Facility Plann ing, Campus Security Director, Parking
Services Director, Campus Safety Director, and three representatives from the City: one each from the
Planning Department; the Public Works Department; and the Transit and Parking Department, and four
representatives from neighborhood associations that are located in the four quadrants (north, east, south
and west) ~hich a_re contiguous with the main and north campuses; these four neighborhood
representatives will be selected by the Federation of University Neighborhoods and submitted to the
Faculty Senate for approval.

Community Education Committee. The Community Education Committee was unofficlalty abolished
In th~ Fall 1999, The_ Comf:'uniey· Education Committee has responsibilit) for adv1ising the ProvosWiee
Pr~side_nt ~~ Academic ~1rs an~ th; Faculty Senete concerning the de·v·elopment and meintenenee Of
universi~ n1de commu~1ty educat1on,outreach programs, including those delivered off-campus by
electronic _meens. Not included are ~rofessionel continuing education delivered by the La·n· School end
I l~alth Scienc~s Cent~r. The committee sh_ell also be concerned vvith the policy, scope, progrem
de~-~lop_m_ent, !nternal impact, end exter~a_l 1mpect of community education/outreach programs of the
University as well as other matters perte1n1ng to the operation of communiti educetionfoutreach
1
programs.

(Ten faculty members and no more then t-o.o from the seme school or college, appointed b'}' the Faculty
Sena_te, th ree branch members, one representative from each Branch Campus, one student member
eppointed b_y GPS_A; and four community representeti'ves recommended by the Pro'VosWice President
for A~ademic Affairs ~nd appro'Ved by the Faculty Senate. Ex officio members shall be the Pro<vosWiee
Presi~ent for Academic Affair~, the 'vice President for Student Affairs , the Dean of Continuing Edueeticn;
and directors of_outreach services or their representati'Ves. The chairperson is elected by the Cu1111T1ittee
at the first meeting of the fall semester and shell be a faculty member.)
Comput~r Use Committee. The Computer Use Committee, in cooperation with the Computer and
lnformat~on Re_sources and Technology (GIRT), is advisory to the office of the ProvosWice President for
:~=~:;iic Affairs 0 ~ ~II m~tters relating to computing information. Through communication with the
~ and admini strative units, it represents the needs and concerns particularly of the academic
c~mmurnty, f?r computing resources, Its purview includes but is not limited to articulation of needs,
a vo~~Y of innovative and effecti~e instructional computi~g, active participati~n in planning, advice on
compu mg budgets, recommendation for priorities and liaison with academic as well as administrative
compu1ter users, The Committee reports to the Faculty Senate through regular procedures and submits
a year y report to the Senate.
(Fifteen members of the faculty ap · t d b th
General Lib
.
pom e Y e Faculty Senate, including one member from the
d
rary, one member of the Research Policy Committee selected by the committee· two
~n ;::3duate and two graduate students appointed by the Associated Student& of UNM (.ASUNM) and
in~lude t~::s•nd _
Professionel Student Association (GPSA) respectively. Ex-officio members shall
Associate Vices~c18~ V~ Pr~vost for Research, th~ ProvosWice President for Academic Affairs, the .
elected by the C~~s~i:;e.r omputer and Information Resources and Technology. The chairperson is

Curricula Committee. The Curricula Comm ittee, in cooperation with the Senate Graduate Committee
and the Undergraduate Committee, is responsible for maintaining and enhancing the quality of the
curricula in the University, its branches, and its graduate centers, by (1) reviewing the recommendations
of the Senate Graduate Committee concerning all proposals for major changes in programs (Form C),
including new degrees, new programs, new majors and minors, name changes, and substantive
changes in existing programs, and transmitting them to the Faculty Senate for final approval; (2)
reviewing and making recommendations on all proposals for minor course changes (Form A), new
courses (Form 8), minor changes in existing programs (Form C), originating from students, departments.
programs, divisions, schools, colleges of the University and its branches and graduate centers, and
Faculty Senate Committees; (3) participating, together with members of the Senate Graduate and
Undergraduate Committees, in periodic reviews of instructional units and programs; (4) hearing
curricular disputes and recommending means for their resolution; (5) initiating occasional reviews of
curricular offerings and pol icies at the University; and (6) recommending to the Faculty Senate both
programs and the application of curricular policies.
(Fifteen faculty members from the main campus including the chairperson , and one from each of the
branch campuses, appointed by the Faculty Senate; three from Arts and Sciences, [one from the
humanities (including foreign languages), one from the social and behavioral sciences, one from the
natural/physical sciences and math], and one each from Architecture and Planning, Dental Hygiene
Programs, Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, General Library, Law, Management, Medicine, Nursing,
Pharmacy, Public Administration,, two students appointed by the Associated Students of UNM (ASUNM)
and the Graduate and Professional Student Association (GPSA), respectively. Ex-officio members shall
include the Registrar, the Collection Development Librarian, the Associate Vice President Provost for
Academic Affairs for Evening and Weekend Programs, and one representative from the Graduate
Committee. The chairperson is elected by the Committee.)
Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee. The Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee shall advise
and consult with the President of the University, the ProvosWice President for Academic Affairs, or the
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure regarding action to be taken, if any, where a faculty
member or a graduate, teaching, research or project assistant in the course of his or her instructional or
research-related duties is accused of unethical behavior as defined by the Statement of Professional
Ethics (Appendix V). The committee shall also familiarize itself with the Statement on Professional
Ethics. (See Sec. 22 Appendlx-V, page 53, Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure.) The committee
may decide that a complaint falls outside its mandate and decline to investigate.
(Seven faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate and one graduate student appointed by the
Graduate and Professional Student Association, Members of the Committee shall serve for overlapping,
two-year terms. The chairperson shall be elected each year by the Committee and shall be a tenured
faculty member.
Faculty and Staff Benefits Committee. The Faculty and Staff Benefits Committee shall review current
University benefits-including, but not limited to, the retirement and insurance plans and health care-and
investigate the feasibility of additional benefits as may occur to the committee or be suggested to the
committee. The committee shall then recommend changes in, or additions to, these benefits. Other
units within the University will not create separate benefits committees.
(Seven faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate; five staff members, nominated by the Staff
Council; two staff members nominated by the Union; and the following ex-officio members: Director of
Faculty Contracts, the Vice President for Business and Finance, the Associate Controller for Payroll, and
the Associate Director Vice President of for Human Resources Services; a University of New Mexico
retiree (voting). The chairperson shall be elected by the voting members of the committee. It is
understood that faculty and staff from specialized fields may be invited to provide information and advice
as required .)
5
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~ov~r~me_ntal Relations Committee. The Governmental Relations Comm ittee is responsible for
1dent1fying issues of concern to faculty, developing strategies to address these issues and
comm~nicati~g with_ the executive and legislative branches of government regarding them. The
~omm1ttee will monitor developments at the state and local levels that affect higher education and will
inform the Senate of these developments and recommend appropriate response .
Membership: Nine faculty members, representing three or more colleges, nominated by the Faculty
~enate. Members shall_serve overlapping three-year terms and may be reappointed. The Chairperson
1s elected by the Committee at the last meeting of the academic year.
For the first, year, members will be solicited from the faculty at large by special announcement. Nine
mem?ers will b~ appointed, three each to one-, two-, and three-year terms . In subsequent years,
appointments will be made through the regular committee-preference process.

S~~~te Graduate Committee. The Senate Graduate Committee, in consultation with College (School or
Divisio~) Graduate _Committees and the Dean of Graduate Studies is responsible for maintaining and
~;hancing th e_ quality of graduate edu~ation in the University and its graduate centers by (1) making
d comme nd ations on proposals for ma1or changes in graduate programs (Form C) including new
~gree s , _new _Pr?grams, new majors and minors and concentrations, name chang~s, substantive
~h anges in existing programs and suspensions or abolition of degrees or programs and transmitting
ci~~~tt:e F~culty_S~nate;_ (2 ) pa~icipatin~, together with members of the Curricul~ and Undergraduate
radu
eS,_ I~ periodic reviews of in~truc~1onal units and programs; (3) coordinating and monitoring
g
at~ activities th ro~~hout the University; (4) presenting to the Faculty Senate recommendations
cfnce;;img general policies for graduate education, including the creation, suspension and termination
o
uate degrees and programs; (5) recommending to the Faculty Senate the granting of graduate
an rta·o~orary d~gree_s; and (6 ) hearing and resolving disputes involving policy or quality control issues
fo~I I~ing to University-wide regulations and standards for graduate students and graduate education
Bul~;iI~~ procedures as will be found in appropriate sections of the Faculty Handbook and the Graduate
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:i~gr:~;cbheorshl/Dip_ ~h~II cGonsist of thirteen faculty: one faculty member selected by each of the following
o 1vIsIon raduate Committees fr
.
.
.
Education, Engineerin Fin
°ri:t •tI s m~mbersh1p:
Architecture and Planning, .
Administration- three f~· ltye Artsb Management, Bio~ed1cal Sciences, Nursing, Pharmacy, Public
College of Art ' d . cu mem ers selected from its Graduate Committee membership by the
social science: a~u!c'~tc~s, one representing each of the three divisions within the college [scien~es, I
a;1 ies . one mem~er each from the General Library and the Graduate Profess1ona
Student Associ~f
of the Centers fo;o~~ d he Dean, _Associate and Assistant Deans of Graduate Studies and the Directors
a uate Studies at Los Alamos and Santa Fe shall be ex-officio members.
d .
.
.
The selection of faculty member .
t
sis ma em th e spring semester of the preceding year and Is for a twoyear term The term
Nursing, Pharmacy :n~r~nsea~gered so th at Architec~ure & Planning, Engineering, Management, .
Education Fine Art 8 .
. embe_r from Arts & Sciences are chosen in odd-numbered years while
members ~om Artss& ~o_med1cal Sciences, Public Administration, General Library and the other two
chosen for a one-year ti:nc~~I ~re chosen eve~-numbered years. The GPSA r~presentative is
·
epresentatives will serve no more than three consecutive terms.
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Late in the spring semester of each dd
· 1ect
who assumes the chair the f 11
-numbered year, the committee membership elects a chair-e
term, but does not re rese a . semester of the next even numbered year. The chair serves a 2-year
Division) Graduate C~mmi~t hiS/~er College (Sch?ol or Division). Rather the College (School or
representative to serve out t~: ;h o_s,e ~epresentative assumes the chair will choose a new
a,r s erm or begin a new two-year term, as appropriate.
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1. Within the college/school/or division, the graduate committee, in consultation with the dean or director
of that unit, supervises and coordinates graduate activity and maintains the University's policies
regarding graduate affairs and recommends to the college/school/or division faculty supplementary
policies appropriate to the unit in question, as well as recommending to the Senate Graduate Committee
whatever revisions in basic University policy it deems necessary to maintain and improve the quality of
graduate education.
2. Within the policies established by the Faculty Senate, the SGC, and the faculty of the
college/school/or division, the committee in consultation with the dean or director of the college/school/or
division shall be responsible for: (a) endorsement of new courses and programs at the graduate level;
(b) approval of regular full-time graduate faculty for courses receiving graduate credits; (c) endorsement
of standards for appointment of graduate, teaching, research and project assistants; (d) receiving and
processing petitions on behalf of individual graduate students dealing with changes in programs,
requirements related to that graduate unit, or any other appeal of an academic nature; and ,
(c)maintenance of quality control processes including admission of students to graduate programs,
endorsement of the membership of examination committees, dissertation committees and program of
studies committees. Final approval (except 2b} rests with the SGC in conjunction with the Dean of
Graduate Studies as noted above in the charge to the Senate Graduate Committee [see (6) in SGC
section].
3. The graduate committee of each college/school/or division in consultation with its dean or director
and acting within the general faculty policies of that unit shall recommend to the Senate Graduate
Committee the internal arrangement and procedures deemed most appropriate to the implementation of
1 and 2 above. Approval of the implementation proposals from each college/school/or division rests with
the Senate Graduate Committee acting in consultation with the Dean of Graduate Studies.
Honorary Degree Committee. The Honorary Degree Committee, a subcommittee of the Senate
Graduate Committee shall be composed as follows:
(Two members appointed by the President of the Board of Regents; two members of the General
Faculty (appointed for two-year terms by the Faculty Senate:) two members of the General Faculty
(appointed for two-year terms by the Senate Graduate Committee;) the President of the University and
the President of the Graduate and Professional Student Association. Additionally, the President of the
Board of Regents and the Secretary of the University shall be ex-officio members, the Secretary to serve
as Secretary of the Committee. The Committee shall elect its own chairman from among the faculty
members appointed by the Faculty Senate and the Senate Graduate Committee.)

Operating guidelines. Each year the Honorary Degree Committee shall solicit nominations for
honorary degrees from any source they deem proper. However, a great emphasis should be placed on
nominees whose contributions are to UNM, New Mexico or the southwest. The Honorary Degree
Committee shall decide if an honorary degree is to be given for any particular year. If no selection is
made, the Senate Graduate Committee, the Faculty Senate, and the Regents will be so notified . If the
Honorary Degree Committee decides there are appropriate candidates-to a maximum of three annually-they may make a selection or selections and shall present the names of the nominees to the Senate
Graduate Committee for confidential approval or disapproval of any or all names. If Senate ~raduate
Committee's approval is forthcoming for any or all of the nominees, the names shall be submitted to the
Faculty Senate for confidential approval no later than at the February meeting. Names of nomine_es
approved by the Faculty Senate shall then be submitted to the Regents for formal approval at their_
Commencement meeting. (However, approval of the Regents not on the Honorary Deg_ree Committee
must be secured informally before names are submitted to the Senate Graduate Committee.)
Disapproval of all names by the Senate Graduate Committee, the Faculty Senate, or the R_egents stops
the process at that point for that year. New nominations from the Senate Graduate Co~m1ttee, the
Faculty Senate, or the Regents will only be considered by the Honorary Degree Committee for a
subsequent year.

Charge to College Graduate Committees
7
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University Committee on Human Subjects. The University Committee on Human Subjects was
abolished in 1984. (See pages D1 4 il'I the Handbook for the Policy and Procedures Concerning
Research Involving Human Subjects.)

Intellectual Property Committee: The Intellectual Property Committee (IPC) was established as an
offlclal1 st&ndlng Fat1.1tty Senate committee, The Initial Intellectual Property Committee (IPC) was
formulated by the Admlnlstmtlonl through the Ms&elete Vice Provost for R search, The purpose of the
Intellectual Property Committee (IPC) Is to provide faculty oversight of Intellectual property management
by the University and the Science and Technology Center, tt makes recommendations about pursuit of
Intellectual property protection and about commerclallntlon of UNM Intellectual property, tt adjudicates
and mediates Intellectual property fights,
(The Intellectual Property Committee (IPC) shall comprise on faculty representative from each College\
Including the General Llbmryl and two fat1.1lty representatives from among the Level II and Level Ill
centers that report to the Ms(')Clete Vice Provost for Research. The An&elete Vice Provost for
Research\ the Vic.President for Health Sclences1 the Patent Administrator, and the President of the
Science and Technology Center1 or their deslgnees respectively, are non•voting members ex.office, At
all tlmes1 the Intellectual Property Committee (IPC) shall Include at least three faculty members who are
creators of Technology Works,)
Library Committee. The Library Committee meets regularly to address issues and make
recommendations related to the university libraries' policies, budgets and other issues in so far as they
impact the teaching, research and service responsibilities of the faculty, and the studies of
undergraduate and graduate students. The role of the Committee is also to facilitate communication
among libraries and between libraries and faculties of the university. The issues that the Committee will
address may be generated by the Committee itself or may be brought to the Committee by any faculty,
student or library staff member. Recommendations by the Committee will be made to the Faculty
Senate and, when appropriate, to the relevant deans, library directors and vice-presidents. Advice and
c?nsultation on library issues will be sought from the library faculty and staff. The chairperson of the
~ibra~ Com_mittee shall make an annual report to the Faculty Senate reviewing its major activities,
mcludmg a lls~ of recommended actions. A copy of this report will be sent, for informational purpose 5, to
the ProvosW1ce-President for Academic Affairs, the Vice-President for the Health Sciences, the Dean of
the L~w School, the D~an of the General Library, the Director of the Health Sciences Center Library, and
the Directors of the various branch campuses.

Membership:
One member from each of the following groupings:
Anderson Schools, Economics, and Public Administration
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts and Architecture
General Library
Nursing and Pharmacy
UNM branch campuses
Law School
Two members from each of the following groupings:
Humanities1
Natural Sciences2
School of Medicine
Social Sciences3
Undergraduate Students (to be appointed by the Associated Student. of UNM (ASUNM)
Graduate Students (to be appointed by the Graduate end Profeaak>nel Student Aasociatk>n (GPSA)

Ex Officio:
Dean of the General Library
Director of the Health Sciences Center Library
Director of the Law Library
11
21
31

English, Foreign Languages & Literatures, History, Linguistics, Philosophy, Spanish and
Portuguese.
Biology, Chemistry, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Mathematics and Statistics, Physics and
Astronomy, Psychology.
American Studies, Anthropology, Communication and.Journalism, Geography, Political Science,
Sociology, Speech and Hearing Sciences, Community and Regional Planning.

The terms of each office shall be for three years set up on a staggered basis. The chairperson is elected
by the Committee. The terms of office of students will be determined by the ASUNM and the GPSA.
Long Range Planning Committee. The Long Range Pl nnlng Committee
unofflel lly boU h
the Fall of 2000. The Faculty Sel'late Long Range PlaF1F1ing Committee is en integral pert of the

Unio-ersity's i,lannil'lg i,rocess. Its i,rimary functiol'I is to voork tvith the edministretion end the faculty on
the formulation al'ld imi,lementation of Uni'Versity policies and orgeni2:ation for effective long renge
planning. The faculty i,oint of view shall be considered in ell University plenning, end this shell include
rei,resentetion from this committee on standing end ed hoc committees, including Unio-ersity Planning
Council al'ld Faculty Senete Reellocetion Committees. The Committee shall e'Veluete the effecfrveness
of i,olicies and offices that are established for the i,urpose of planning. The Committee mey elso
participate in monitoring i,rogram reviews. At its discretion the Committee shell conduct periodic .
sul"'9eys of faculty oi,inion andi<or i,reference regarding proposed policies, oo-erall University operet1ons
and other relevant matters. Reports of the results of such monitoring and surveys ere_to be mede to_the
Faculty Senate as often as necessary, and in the Committee's annual report each April. The Committee
shall meet with the Budget Committee for coordination purposes as often es necessery, but at least once
each semester.
(Fourteen facul~ · members appointed by the Faculty Senate from at least seven schools or colleges,
three voting m;~bers shall be ai,i,ointed by the administration to represent each oft~~ following th~ee
areas. academic affairs, administration and i,lanning, and business end finance . Add1t1onel non-voting
members shall be ai,pointed to rei,resent other permanent or ad hoc planning gro~ps on cem~us, es
requested by the Committee. With the exception of the administratioe representet_10-es, the voting
members shall serve three year, staggered terms, and ere limited to two consecutive ter~s. Th~
chairperson and o-ice chairi,erson are to be voting faculty members elected by the Committee et its first
meeting each year.)
Research Allocations Committee. The Research Allocations Committee supervises and allocates the
Faculty Research Fund. The committee shall communicate and meet with the Associate Prov~st for
Research or his/her designated representatives. They sha~I formally meet at least r:1onthly d~nng fall
and spring semesters to discuss the availability and allocation of fund~ .. ,:~e committee receives
requests from faculty members for grants-in-aid, dete~ines faculty ellg1b1hty for gr~nts from the fund
and the amount of such grants, and appraises the merits of proposed r~search proJects as w~II as the
productivity of the applicants. At the last meeting each year, th~ Comm1tt~e shall elect a cha1~. The
chair shall remain active through the summer session. The chair or a designated representative shall
convene the initial meeting of the new committee.

(Ten members appointed by the Faculty Senate; of these ten, at least one shall be sele~ted from e~c~ of
the following seven areas· physical sciences-chemistry, earth and planetary, mathematics and_ stat1st1cs,
physics and astronomy; life sciences-biology, psychology; social -~cienc~s--anthro~olog~, "bu~mes~ and
administrative sciences", economics, geography, history, law, poht1cal science, sociology, engmeenng-
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President for Student Affairs and the Provost/ Vice President for Academic Affairs on these matters.

all departments of the School of Engineering; education-all departme_nts of the Colle~e of Education;
humanities--architecture, English, journalism, foreign languages and literatures, Spanish ~nd
Portuguese, philosophy, communication and fine arts-all departments of the College of Fine Arts.)
Research Policy Committee. The primary role of the Research Policy Committee shall be to.
encourage and support research and its funding at the University of New Mexico, including all its
established units. The functions of the committee shall include, but not be limited to: initiating,
formulating and recommending research policies regarding sponsored and unsponsored research: .
recommending University policy regarding the distribution of overhead and institutional grants; re~1ew1_
ng
with the chief administrative officer for research the research and public service budget of the University
prior to and during its final development, and informing and making recommendations to the Faculty
Senate regarding this budget; recommending policy concerning the use of the Faculty Research Fun?
and reviewing and making recommendations to the administration through the Faculty senate regarding
the budget of the Faculty Research Fund; formulating policy regarding the establishment, major
modification or termination of research centers, bureaus, institutes, or other related organizations, and
reviewing and making recommendations to the central administration and the Faculty Senate on
proposals regarding these bodies; evaluating, formulating and recommending policy concerning
research support services, provided by computer facilities, libraries, contract accounting, research .
administration, and other support organizations; making recommendations to the central administration
when the appointment of the chief administrative officer for research is being considered; reporting to th e
Faculty Senate on matters of grant research, contract research, patent policy and copyright policy
affecting directly or indirectly the faculty and University as a whole; appointing an Intellectual Patent
Property Policy as called for in the University Intellectual Property Policy; recommending candidates for
the Annual Research Lectureship; meeting with the academic deans formally at least once each yea~ to
discuss current problems and exchange information concerning research; and consulting with the chief
administrative officer for research regarding implementation of policies.

(Twelve faculty members, appointed by the Faculty Senate in consultation with the Committee
.
chairperson, selected primarily from colleges and departments generating sponsored research: including
thre~ fro~ the College of Arts and Sciences, two from the College of Education, two from the Sc~ool 0:
Engineering, one from the College of Fine Arts, one from the Library, and two from the Health Science
Center. One graduate student member nominated by the Graduate and Professional Student
.
Association (GPSA). Ex-officio members include the chief administrative officer for research on main
campus, the chief administrative officer for research at the Health Sciences Center the Director of th e
Science and Technology Corporation at UNM, and the University Patent Lawyer. The terms of offi~e
shall be for three years, set up on a staggered basis so that the terms of at least three members will
expire each year. A member may be appointed for a second three year term. The chairperson is .
elect~d by the Committee and normally will serve a renewable two-year term. In addition to Committee
appointees, subcommittee membership will be augmented with other faculty, administrators, and
graduate students as required for specific subcommittee tasks.)

~:S

Scholar_s~!ps, Prizes, a~d Loans Com~ittee. The Committee on Scholarships, Prizes, and Lo~ns
r~sponsibihty for formulating ~n~ overse~ing the implementation of policies governing the al!ocatio~ to
aid _to ~tud~nts whenever policy 1s not stipulated by the granting agency. It is expected that 1n seekin~
mai~tain fairness and continuity in the allocation of aid to students, and in seeking to identify stud~nts
fu nd ing needs, the committee will seek input from the Scholarship Office, the Student Financial Aid
Office, and from other university offices and administrators whose duties include the recruitment and
~e_t~n~ion of stude~t~. The Committee will make an annual report to the Faculty Senate on policy .
initiatives and dec1s1ons related to the granting of aid, prizes, and loans handled by the Scholarship
Office ~nd the Student Financial Aid Office. This report should be given each November to cover
preceding fiscal year. The committee will also advise the directors of the Scholarship Office and th~
S tudent Financial ~id Office on matters brought to the committee by members of the UNM commu~ity,
evaluate scholarship-related budgetary policy in the Student Affairs division and advise both the Vice
'
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(Ten faculty members, including chairperson, appointed by the Faculty Senate from at least six colleges;
two student members appointed by the Associated Students of UNM (ASUNM); one student member
appointed by the Graduate and Professional Student Associ tion (GPSA); also as ex-offi~io mem~ers,
the Dean of Students, the Director of Development, the Dean of the Undergraduate Studies, the Director
of Admissions, the Bursar, the Director of Recruitment Services, the Director of the Scholarship Office,
and Director of Student Financial Aid.
School Relations Committee. The School Relations Committee was abolished in 1987 by the UNM
Faculty Senate at the request of the Director of School Relations.
Teaching Enhancement Committee. The purpose of theTeaching Enhancement C?mm_ittee shall be to
encourage and support quality teaching and its funding as the primary role of the University_of New
Mexico, including all its established units. The TEC will in no way infringe upon the aca~em1c freedom of
faculty members in searching for and imparting knowledge. The fu~ctions_~f the com,:n1ttee sh~II
include, but not be limited to: initiating, formulating and recommending polic1e~ regarding t~aching
resources, support staff and faculties; recommending University policy regardin~ the g~anting of a~ards
and stipends for outstanding teaching and scholarly achievements; rec?mme_nding policy conce~~ing the
development of and the use of a Quality Teaching Fund to be used as incent1~es for and recog~1tion of
teaching; reviewing and recommending the use of contemporary and developing t~ols for te_ach1ng
quality and productivity; evaluating. formulating and recommending policy concerning teac~in~ support
services provided by computer facilities, libraries, media services, and other support orgarn~at1ons;
developing and recommending a plan for the institution of an annual lecture by an outstanding tea~her
and the procedure for selection; meeting formally with the academic deans and_the Se~ate Operat1?ns
Committee at least once each year to discuss current problems and exchange information concerning
teaching .

(Seven faculty members, including a member from a bra~ch campus, appoin~e~ by the Fac~lty Senate;
one graduate student appointed by the Graduate Professional Student Assoc1at1on (GPSA), one .
undergraduate student appointed by the Associated Students _of UNM (ASU~M). The Provo~W1ce
President for Academic Affairs, the chair of the Library Committee and the director of Fecul!Y A oci te
Provost for Curriculum Instructional De-velopment shall be ex-officio memb~rs of the committee . The
terms of office shall be three years set up on a staggered basis and the chair shall be elected by the
committee members.)
Undergraduate Committee. The Undergraduate Committe_
e is ~espon~ible for maintaining and .
enhancing the quality of undergraduate education in the Umv~~s1ty and its branches by (1) p_resenting to
the Faculty Senate recommendations concerning general policies for undergraduate educ~tion,
including policies on the creation and termination of under~raduate ?egree~ and program s , (2 )
considering proposals regarding administrative or academic reg~lat1ons which affect the ~vera_ll
undergraduate program; (3) interviewing, or designating appropriate faculty _member~ to interview_
prospective instructors for the University ROTC programs; (4) reviewing policy quest1~ns concerning
undergraduate counseling and advisement programs; and (_
5) parti~ipating _together with me_mbers of the
Curricula and Graduate Committees, in periodic reviews of instructional units and programs, and (6)
developing and implementing a process of periodic review of undergraduate programs.

(Seventeen faculty members including the chair, appointed by the Faculty Sena:e)~ur !rom ~he
d
Colleges of Arts & Sciences, 'two each from the College of Education an~ Schoo o ngineenn~, an
one each from the School of Architecture and Planning, the College of Fine Arts, the General L1b~a7, the
School of Management, the College of Nursing and the College of Pharmacy; also, one represen a 1ve
from each branch college.)
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University Honors Council. The University Honors Council, together w ith a Director of University
Honors appointed by the President of the University, administers the University Honors Program of the
University. Its duties include serving as a general steering committee of and formulating policy for the
program; determining general criteria for admission to, continuance in, and graduation from the program,
and obtaining the approval of such criteria by the Faculty Senate; aiding and advising the director in the
selection from applicants of students for the program and in the dropping from the program of those
students who are not successful; determination of the level of general honors and the certification
thereof i~ the case of each student who shall successfully complete the program; and recommending to
the Curricula Committee any changes in offerings in the University Honors Program.

(Six faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate in consultation with the Director of University
Honors Prog~am; two from Arts and Sciences and one each from at least three other colleges; one
st~dent appor~ted ?Y the Associated Students of UNM (ASUNM). Ex-officio members shall include the
Director of University Honors. The terms of office shall be for three years set up on a staggered basis so
t~at the t~rms of two members will expire each year. The chairperson is elected by the Committee at the
first meeting of the academic year.)
Unive~sity ~ress C~mmittee._ General ~upervision of the editorial policies and publishing operations of
th e Um~er~rty P_ress rs vested m a committee so named. It is the custodian of the University imprint for
all PU?hcatrons rss_ue~ by the Press and has general responsibility for the critical reading of manuscripts
submitted for ~ubhcat1on and
the _ultimate acceptance of such manuscripts. The committee makes
recom~endation_s to the Adm1mstrat1on regarding the appointment of the Director of the Press. The
com~ittee submits to the Faculty Senate an annual report on the state of the press. (The UNM Printing
Plant 1~ a separate department of the University and not under the jurisdiction of the University Press
Committee.)

!o:

(iwe~~e fa_culty members , appointed by the Faculty Senate in consultation with the Director of the Press;
~~o e Director of the University Press. No more than two members shall be from any one department.
e terms o_f offic~ shall be for three years, set up on a staggered basis so that the terms of four
members
will. expire each year · A mem b er may be appointed
.
for a second three-year term. The
h .
c arrperson rs elected by the Committee.)
FACULTY-STUDENT STANDING COMMITTEES

The following
committees
may not b e changed ·rn function
• or composition without the concurrence of th e
Aasociated
Stud
ts
.1 ten of ~NM (ASUNM) Senate (or student body) and the Faculty Senate, though either
group
may um a erally withdraw from any of these committees.

Cultural Programs Comm·tt
.
.
1 ee. C ommrttee
officially abolished by the Faculty Senate on August 18,
1998 _
International Affairs Comm·tt
Th f
·
f
the International C t
' ee.
e un?tron of the International Affairs Committee is to set policy or
exchanges betwee~nt~; ~n~~II pr~gra~s armed ~t effectuating social, cultural, and intellectual
aca emrc co~mun~ty and its foreign students. In order to carry out
everyday activities oft
committee.
he center, the committee will select a director under guidelines established by the

(Two faculty members appointed b th F
I
.
. .
.
Director of the Office of lntematio Y1Pe acu ty Senate, ?ne adm1m~trat1ve representative [normally th e
appointed b the G
n~ rograms and Services or desrgnee]; two graduate students
one of who~ shall ~~d~~~:~~~ssronal Studen~ Association (GPSA); and two undergraduate students,
Center will serve ex officio, as ma s:~~tor, appointed by(ASUNM). _The Director of the International
committee shall choose its chairp!rs e; persons de~med appropriate by the committee; The
on rom among its student members by the first meeting in

November. The chair will vote only in the event of a tie.)
Intramural and Recreation Board. The Intramural and Recreation Board was abolished in 1984.
Speakers Col'T!mittee. Committee officially abolished by the Faculty Senate on August 18, 1998.
The Student Publications Board, provided by the Constitution of the Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, is publisher of the student publications, Conceptions Southwest, Best Student
Essays and the Daily Lobo. As such the Board has the ultimate responsibility for the content and
financial integrity of the student publications. In addition, the Board has the authority to determine policy,
to select the editors, to assure the editorial freedom of these publications and to assure that these
publications serve the students of the University of New Mexico, subject to the statutory and
constitutional authority placed in the Board of Regents.

(Two faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate; one ASUNM senator selected by the Associ ted
Students of UNM (ASUNM) Vice President; two undergraduate students selected by the ASUNM
President; one undergraduate student elected by all journalism majors under election procedures to be
determined by the ASUNM Senate and approved by the Publications Board; one graduate student
selected by the Graduate and Professional Student Association (GPSA) President; one staff person or
administrator selected by the University President; and one journalist who is otherwise unaffiliated with
the University, who shall be selected by the President of the New Mexico Press Association ; also all
editors and business managers of student publications ex officio. The chairperson is elected by the
Committee.)
Student Conduct Committee. The Student Conduct Committee is a hearing board for disciplinary
matters concerning the student community, except disciplinary matters subject to the jurisdiction of the
KUNM Radio Advisory Board and the Student Publications Board . The Student Code of Conduct Policy
is intended to provide procedures for the resolution of disputes between students, faculty or staff of the
University. Disputes may fall under various categories. Contact the Office of the Dean of Students for a
copy of the current policy and procedures.

("The Student Conduct Committee shall be composed of five members, selected by the Committee
Administrator from a pool of ten faculty, five undergraduate students, five graduate students and four
members at large (faculty or student). Each member will serve for one academic year. Faculty
members will be appointed by the Faculty Senate. Undergraduate students will be named by the
Associated Students of UNM (ASUNM). Graduate student will be named by the Graduate and
Professional Student Association (GPSA). Undergraduate student hearings will include at least two
undergraduate student panel members. Graduate student hearings will include at least two graduate
student panel members. The Dean of Students shall designate the Administrator of the Committee.")
Student Union Board. The function of the Student Union Board is to formulate policies for the operation
of the Union, as per the Union Board's Constitution and Bylaws, including.

Review and approve the schedule of charges prepared by the Director of the Union for use of the SU B's
facilities.
Establish policy with the Director of the Union for use of the SU B's facilities by students, faculty, alumni,
employees of UNM and the members of the community of Albuquerque.
Participate on a search committee when the position of Director of the SUB is to be filled . (Secondarily,
the Board shall serve to represent the interests of its constituent groups.)
Review the annual budget of the SUB.
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Remain continuously informed of the services and financial operations of the SUB, and maintain records
of this information for its constituent groups and future board members.
Serve to promote student involvement in the activities and operations of the SUB in recognition of the
unique position of students as primary users of the SUB's facilities and programs.
(Two faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate in the Spring to serve two-year overlapping
terms, one to be appointed each year; the President of the University or his/her designee; the Dean of
Students or his or her designee; two undergraduate students and one graduate student at-large student
members; the President of the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico or designee; the
President of the Graduate and Professional Student Association or designee; one student senator
appointed by the ASUNM Student Senate in the spring to serve to the following academic year by
incoming student vice president; an alumnus or alumna appointed in the Spring by the Alumni
Association President; and the Director of the Student Union, ex-officio member.)
University Radio Committee. The University Radio Committee was abolished in 1984 and was
replaced by a Radio Advisory Board appointed by the President of the University. In November 1988,
the Regents approved the establishment of the KU NM-FM Radio Board. The members of the Board are
appointed by the Board of Regents according to guidelines approved November 8, 1988.

In addition to the regular standing committees, special or ad hoc committees involving faculty
mem~ership may be named from time to time by the University facultyi the Faculty Senate, or the
President.
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S.A. 2.9.01 .1
Adopted agenda
S.A. 2.9.01 .2
Adopted Summarized Minutes for August 28, 2001
S.A. 2.9.01 .3
Adopted Memorial Minute for Richard Thompson
S.A.2 .9.01 .4
Approved Faculty Appointments to 2001-2002 Committees

!~r~~~~~~rms c and Form D from the Curricula Committee: Revision of Degre~ and ~ajor BSME,
Mechanical Engineering; Revision of BA in Dance, Theatre & Dance; Master of Science in Dental
Hygiene, Division of Dental Hygiene (Form D)

